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Globe of Glass

By Joseph Freeman
"Where is the world?" cries Young, at eighty-"Where
The world in which a man was horn?" Alas!
Where is the world of eigh't years past? 'Twas thereI look for it-' tis gone, a globe of glass!
-Byron.
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EADING Edmund Wilson's current book* you
will be tempted to think of Axel's Castle, his
first collection of literary essays, published in
1931. That was the most tmpressive appreciation
by an American critic of Yeats, Valery, Eliot, Proust,
Joy..ce, and Gertrude Stein, and it raised basic issues.
The Symbolists had withdrawn from the life of their
times and \Vilson · knew the reason why. In the
utilitarian society produced by the industrial revolution
and the rise of the bourgeoisie the poet seemed to have
no place. Already for Gautier's generation the bourgeois had become the enemy, and one took a lively satisfaction in fighting him. By the end of the century,
the bourgeois world was going so strong that, from the
viewpoint of the poet, it had come to seem hopeless
to oppose it, so the poet retired to Axel's dream castle,
seductively described by Villiers de l'Isle Adam, or fled
to Africa like Rimbaud.
Through the leading figures of the Symbolist school,
Wilson managed, almost wholly in literary terms, to
state the dilemma of the modern bourgeois writer. He
argued that the writer who is unable to interest himself
in contemporary society either by studying it scientifically, by attempting to reform it, or by satirizing it
has only two alternative courses to follow-Axel's or
Rimbaud's. If you choose Axel's way, you shut yourself up in your private world, cultivate your private
fantasies, encourage your private manias, and ultimately mistake your chimeras for realities. If you
choose Rimbaud's way, you try to leave the twentieth
century behind to find the good life in some country
where modern manufacturing methods and modern
democratic institutions do not present any problems to
the artist because they have not yet arrived.
*THE TRIPLE THINKERS: Ten Essays on Literature: by Edmund
Wilson. Harcourt, Brace and Company. $2.75.

Wilson's own choice was to reject botJh Axel and
Rimbaud. He was convinced that the writers who had
largely dominated the literary world of the decade
1920-30, "though we shall continue to admire them as
masters," will no longer serve us as guides. He saw
the effects of the war upon Europe and saw, too, that
American complacency was giving way to a sudden
disquiet, and that both Europeans and Americans were
becoming "more and more conscious of Russia, a coun- ·
try where·· a central social-political idealism had been
able to use and to inspire the artist as well as the engineer." vVilson's studies in Symbolist literature thus
led him to raise the old question "as to whether it is
possible to make a practical success of. human society,
and whether, if we continue to fail, a few masterpieces,
however profound or noble, will be able to make life
worth living even for the few people in a position to
enjoy them."
This attitude was very much in the American air
when vVilson's first book of essays appeared. The
economic crisis had predisposed our writers to revalue
everything; old beliefs had collapsed with prosperity,
and among the debris you could find fragments of the
ivory tower, Axel's castle, and maps to far-off exotic
countries. The Marxists also applauded Wilson's book;
they appreciated his belated performance and were
glad that after his own fashion he had arrived at some
of their own cherished beliefs.
At the same time they observed that in discussing
the Romantics and the Symbolists Wilson had taken
into account neither the French Revolution, nor the
class struggles following it, nor the Socialist movement
they produced, nor the literature inspired by Socialism.
Long before the war and the Russian Revolution, Marxian writers of every country, including America, had repudiated the Symbolists and their exotic dreams. For
them Shaw, Wells, Sinclair, London, and Gorky had
long ago demolished the ivory tower and Axel's
castle. Their guides in society were neither Valery
nor Proust, but Marx and Lenin. They supported the
October Revolution from the start because they believed in its aspirations, and did not have to wait for
the collapse of capitalist economy and the success of
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the Five Year Plan to reassure them they were backing
the right horse. Out of this attitude they developed
Socialist theories of literature.
Marxian criticism of this period had the advantage of describing the setting of the most important
social conditions which shaped men's ideas and imaginings; its disadvantage lay in making history overshadow literature; it deduced the literary result from
the, historical setting. Wilson's book followed the
method of induction; he moved from literature to history. The Marxian critics started with an indictment
of capitalism and pointed to the great contemporary
writers as examples of its decay. Wilson began with
a detailed literary analysis of the great modern writers
and in this way showed their inadequacy as guides for
the stormy period opened by the Thirties. The advantage of his literary method lay in its emphasis on
the most important literary conditions which shaped
the ideas and imaginings of writers he discussed.
In 1930-31 the economic crisis was destroying the
barriers between the small litera:J:y sect which had
grown up around the Communist movement and the
middle-class writers who lived or week-ended in Axel's
castle. Many of these now went to Harlan, defended
political prisoners, supported strikes, and filled their
writings with references to the social conflict, the decay
of capitalism, and the promises of Socialism. Thereby
the literary left ceased to be a small sect and became a
force in national letters, art, drama, the film, and literary journalism. Wilson became a member of this
new movement. Rejecting Proust's cork-lined room,
he plunged into the United States, describing strikes,
breadlines, senatorial investigations, political gatherings; he got to know the American Jitters first hand
and also the new promise of American life. He was
beginning to see the world with the eyes of a writer
studying Marx, though not as assiduously as he had
once studied Joyce.
Yet he already evinced in print a curious trait. Like
'"the English princess who thought sex far too good for
the common people, Wilson thought Communism was
too good for the Communists. Here, he said in effect,
was a wonderful idea in the hands of inferior men; let
us take Communism away from the Communists.
Subsequently he was impressed by his contacts with
active, Communists in the industrial areas, the "new
kind of man in the radical labor movements" who belonged to the younger generation. In January 19 3 2
he published a very moving declaration of faith in
which he tried to explain why he accepted Communism.
He was how giving specific shape to the general conclusion he had reached in his first book of essays, and
he did so with remarkable candor. He stated frankly
that he was a bourgeois and still lived in and depended
on the bourgeois world, but had ,certain interests in
common with the proletarian Communists: "I, too, admire the Russian Communist leaders, because they are
men of superior brains who have triumphed over the
ignorance, the stupidity, and the shortsighted selfishness of the mass, who have imposed on them better
methods and ideas than they could ever have arrived
at by themselves." He was thus enthusiastic not about
a people's revolution, but about a leader's Pevolution
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imposed from above on the dumb people. As a writer,
he said, he had a special interest in the success of the
"intellectual" kind of brains as opposed to the acquisitive kind; his satisfaction in the spectacle of the whole
world fairly and sensibly run as Russia was now run,
would more than compensate him for any losses that
he might incur in the process. Needless to say, his temporary enthusiasm never led him to join the Communist
Party.
The literary left, which as a rule does not read the
writings of converts carefully enough, was so pleased
with this declaration of faith that it ignored the obvious
seeds of disaffection it contained. However, the New
Masses at that time did criticize Wilson for underestimating the creative power of the masses: "He conceives of the Soviet system as something imposed on
selfish, ignorant louts by a few superior 'intellectual'
brains. He forgets that while the Bolsheviks have led .
and directed the revolution, they have done so as the
advance guard of the working class." ,What was most
important at that moment, however, "was the positive
element in Wilson's declaration; it revealed that under
the pressure of the economic crisis certain honest intellectuals have begun to see the true relationships of capitalist society, and the correct way out; it now remains
for them to translate their faith into works."
Through 1932 and most of 1933, Wilson followed
those intellectuals who moved leftward. By the end of
the latter year certain renegades from Communism
opened their campaign against left writers, and Wilson
fell under their influence. He reverted, perhaps, to his
first snobbish feelings; Communism was a wonderful
idea in the hands of inferior people; there were "superior brains" ready to take it away from them, men once
more able to triumph over "the ignorance, the stupidity,
and the shortsighted selfishness of the mass." These
superior brains were led by Leon Trotzky; .that was
why the inferior Communists attacked him.
It was partly in this frame of mind that Wilson
went to the Soviet Union. As a young man, embittered
by the war, he had felt himself a bourgeois outside
bourgeois society. Now, confused by a great historic
struggle, he began to act like a "Marxist" outside Socialist society. For a time his political writing had
been devoted to attacking capitalism; now its attacks
were concentrated on the Soviet Union. For a time his
literary essays had sided with writers inspired by Socialism; now they fell more and more into deliberate
Red-baiting. In January 1937, for example, he published an article in the New Republic complaining that
left criticism was "dominated by the quarrels of Russian factional politics"; the literary criticism. "of the
Stalinist press had become ... diverted from its proper
objects to playing the role of special pleader for
Stalin." At that time Marxian critics pointed out that
Wilson's alleged defense of literary standards .was primarily an attack on Communism; his assault on the left
was not literary criticism at all, but out and out political propaganda for Trotzky's views.

HE TRIPLE THINKERS reveals important alT terations
in Edmund Wilson's viewpoint since his
first collection of literary essays appeared seven years
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ago. In style, this book is an advance over the first; it.
is more compact, more subtle, and more positive. Axel's
Castle analyzed the Symbolist writers whom Wilson
was ready to repudiate as guides; it was a sustained
and effective rebuttal. In the current 'book Wilson is
not liberating· himself from the past; he categorically
affirms attitudes and prejudices. The structure of the
book as a whole is looser~ however. We no longer
have a connected series of essays moving toward a
single conclusion; we have separate essays expressing
various conclusions about various things.
What holds them together is Wilson's present "dominant passion." In the first book, the focal point was
literature; in this one it is politics. There are to be
sure purely literary essays, of considerable merit. But
the weight of the book, it seems, lies in the three
essays which alone have a single idea to unite them.
One of these, dealing with Marxism and literature,
opens with certain truisms stated time and again by
various Marxian critics during the past fifteen years.
But Wilson gives neither the American Marxists nor
International Literllture credit for the many sensible
things he learned from them; he quotes them only when
they have said something which strikes him as ridiculous. His own contribution this ti,me lies in the fields
of history and politics. He believes that Lenin, Trotsky, Lunacharsky and Gorky "worked sincerely to keep
literature free, but they had at the same time, from the
years of the Tsardom, a keen sense of the possibility
.of art as an instrument of propaganda." The situation
was not so bad when Lenin was alive, that was why the
first Soviet films were masterpieces of implication, as
the pre-revolutionary novels and plays had been. But
Lenin and Lunacharsky died, and Trotsky was exiled.
and "the administration of Stalin, unliterary and uncultivated himself, slipped into depending more and more
on literature as a means of manipulating a population
of whom, before the Revolution, 70 or 80 percent had
been illiterate and who could hardly be expected to be
critical of what they had read."
Wilson is ready to admit that the best contemporary
foreign' writing and the classics are now open to the
Russian people, but this cannot "under the dictatorship
of Stalin either ~timulate or release a living literature,"
therefore the Soviet theater and film are both degenerating, Shostakovitch's music is damned because the commissars cannot hum it, and the Soviet Union is becoming "corrupt in every department of intellectual life,
till the serious, the humane, and the clear-seeing must
simply, if they can, remain silent."
Here Wilson eagerly repeats every canard spread
by the professional anti-Soviet propaganda. He also
does in reverse exactly what he accused the literary
left of doing last year. Is not his criticism, when it
touches the left, "dominated by the quarrels of Russian factional politics"? Is it not •diverted from its
"proper objects" to play the role of "special pleader"
against the Soviet Union? His specific charges are
neither new nor original and have been answered abundantly in the New Masses; here we might examine one
basic preconception upon which the Wilsons proceed.
Wilson went to Russia assuming he was a Communist. He returned disillusioned and consoles him-
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self with a myth. When Lenin was alive, he says,
everything was wonderful ; under Stalin everything is
corrupt. You cannot help wondering why intellectuals
of this type failed to understand Lenin when he was
alive, why they repudiated him when he was at the
height of his powers and achievements. H. G. Wells
then thought that "Lenin is a little beast; he just wants
power. . . . He and the Kaiser ought to be killed by
some moral sanitary authority."
1
The inhabitants of Axel's castle and the hunters
after Utopia catch up with historical reality slowly.
While the October Revolution was new, they recoiled
from its rude impact; only later, in retrospect, could
they grasp it~ tremendous achievements; only long after
Lenin's death was Wilson able to perceive that "the
mind of Lenin was one of the sharpest lenses through
which.human thought has ever looked, and the rays
which it concentrated are now penetrating bourgeois
culture as the latter grows more flaccid and porous."
Perhaps such detachment in time is inevitable for poets
nurtured in the conservative Romantic and Symbolist
traditions. Wordsworth said poetry is emotion recollected in tranquillity; it may be that graduates of Axel's
castle can understand revolution only when they recollect it in tranquillity. We may have to wait another
decade, when fascism shall have been completely wiped
off the face of the earth, for those writers who live on
the fringes of contemporary history, to grasp the full
creative significance of Soviet Russia today.
One must not get the impression, however, that Wilson is wholly pessimistic about Marxism and literature.
His complaints deal with the past. He sees that Marxism is something new in the world but that already the
human imagination has come to conceive of the possibility of recreating human society. How can we doubt
that, as it acquires the power, it must emerge from
what will seem by comparison the revolutionary"underground" of art as we have known it up to now and
deal with the materials of actual life in ways which
we cannot now even foresee? This of course is a matter of "centuries, of ages," but Wilson ·is not entirely
discouraged even about the present. He expresses his
hopes in paragraphs introducing his translation of
Pushkin's "Bronze Horseman" in his current book.
This poem, he tells us, was suppressed by the censorship and not published till after Pushkin's death, and
Wilson wonders, in reading it today, what repercussions it may have in Soviet Russia: "After all, the construction of the White Sea Canal has been accomplished
by forced labor not much different from the forced
labor with which Peter the Great built St. Petersburg;
and, after all, Peter the Great is the figure to whom
the laureates of Stalin most willingly compare him and
to whom he is said to be most willingly compared. The
dissident and irreverent, like Evgeni, hear behind
them a horseman, not of course bronze but of steel, and
no matter where they go, they cannot escape him; he
drives them into prisons of the G.P.U. just as surely
as he drove Evgeni into the Gulf of Finland; and just
as Evgeni took off his hat and slunk aside where he
had formerly hissed his threat, so the guilt of simple
opposition puts them ultimately at the mercy of the
'Idol' and compels them to confess to crimes whicn
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they have unquestionably never committeci. Between
the power that builds the state and the Idol that represents it, on the one hand, and the ordinary man, on
the other, the distance is still very great."
This, naturally, is ''literature"; you do not have to
prove any of it. We have known for a long time that
proofs in favor of the Soviet Union (like the monumental Webb book) constitute propaganda; while mere
assertions against it, uttered by an irresponsible man of
letters, constitute literature. An established literary
critic does not have to prove that the White Sea Canal
was built with the same kind of forced labor as St.
Petersburg, or explain why men should confess to
crimes they had never committed. But if these "ordin"
ary" men "unquestionably never" wanted to overthrow
the Soviet government, Wilson at any rate leaves us in
no doubt as to his own feelings on the subject. Having
constructed a fable in which the general secretary of
the Communist Party is identified with the Czar, and
"simple opposition" with Evgeni, our critic draws the
moral: "It is also well to remember that Pushkin
makes Evgeni's defiance take place in Senate Square,
the scene of the Decembrist revolt, which occurred a
year after the flood; and that, however discouraged the
poet may have been by the suppression of the revolt
and by his own eclipse, that defiance was ultimately
made goo d-in November 1917." This, again, is to
speak in terms of ages; but Wilson, unlike Pushkin,
is not discouraged; if the horseman of bronze can be
overthrown, why not the horseman of steel?

S

OON Wilson's "return from the U.S.S.R." takes
him even further. This time the hero of his literary-political fable is Gustave Flaubert, the link between
Axel's castle and the artist's preoccupation with politics.
Flaubert has figured for decades as the great glorifier
and practitioner of literary art at the expense of human
affairs both public and personal; but he was also concerned with the large questions of human destiny.
Wilson's essay shows us Flaubert as the man of distrust and despair, the man who said, "Today I even
believe that a thinker (and what is the artist if he is
not a triple thinker?) should have neither religion nor
fatherland nor even any social conviction. It seems
to me that absolute doubt is now indicated so clearly
that it would be almost an absurdity to want to formulate it."
Flaubert hated the Socialists, but, according to Wilson, he had more in common and had perhaps been
influenced more by the Socialist thought of his day
than he would ever have allowed himself to confess;
in the Education Sentimentale his account of society
comes closest to Socialist theory. "Indeed," Wilson
assures us, "his presentation here of the Revolution of
1848 parallels in so striking a manner Marx's analysis
of the same events in The 18th Brumaire of Louis
Napoleon that it is worth while to bring together into
the same focus the diverse figures of Flaubert and·
Marx in order to see how two great minds of the last
century, pursuing courses so apparently divergent, arrived at identical interpretations of the happenings of
their own time."
Wilson thinks Marx and Flaubert started from very
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similar assumptions and were actuated by moral aims
almost equally uncompromising. Both implacably hated
the bourgeois, and both were resolved at any cost of
worldly success to keep outside the bourgeois system.
Karl Marx's comment on his time was the Communist
Manifesto. What is the burden of Flaubert's g/eat
social novel? Frederic Moreau, the hero of the Education Sentimental, is a sensitive and intelligent young
man with an income, but he has no stability of purpose
and is capable of no emotional integrity. He is the
more refined as well as the more incompetent side of
middle-class mediocrity, of which the promoter-whose
wife Frederic loves-is the more flashy and active side.
In the other characters of the novel-jourpalists,
artists, playwrights, politicians of various factions, and
remnants of -the old nobility-Fn!deric finds the same
shoddiness and lack of principle which are gradually
·
revealed in himself.
Further analyzing this great novel, Wilson says:
"Bourgeois socialism gets a very Marxist treatmentsave in one respect which we shall note in a momentin the character of Senecal, who is eternally making
himself unpleasant about communism and the welfare
of the masses, for which he is ready to fight to the last
barricade. When Senecal, however, gets a job as foreman of a pottery factory, he turns out to be an inexorable little tyrant; and when it begins to appear after
the putting down of the June riots, that the reaction
is sure to triumph, he begins to decide, like our fascists
today, that the strong centralization of the government
is already itself a kind of communism and that authority is itself a great thing." (Italics mine.-]. F.)
On the other hand, there is the clerk Dussardier, a
"strapping and stupid" fellow and one of the few
honest characters in the book. His last appearance is
at the climax of the story and this appearance, according to Wilson, "constitutes indeed the climax." Dussardier turns up in a proletarian street riot (a "stupid"
fellow naturally would) and is killed by a policeman.
Who is that policeman? The "socialist Senecal."
Ra,lph Fox has given us, in The Novel and the
People, a portrait of Flaubert which shows that giant
as something more than a _misanthrope. The energy
engendered by the French Revolution and its heroic
aftermath had died out by the advent by Flaubert's
generation. The bitter struggle of classes and the real
predatory character of capitalist society had become so
clear that they aroused only disgust. The democratic
and J acobin ideals of 1793 had become intolerable and
monstrous platitudes in the mouths of the nineteenthcentury liberal politicians. And Socialism, known to
Flaubert only in its Utopian form, seemed to him as
stupid and unreal as the worst extravagances of the
liberal politicians who daily, in word and deed, betrayed
their great ancestors of the French Revolution.
Flaubert consid"ered these ancestors his ancestors.
"Marat is my man," he wrote, picking on the most advanced and the most uncompromising of the early
Jacobins.
The Education Sentimentale was profoundly influenced by· 1848. "Who after that bitter experience,"
Fox asks, "would ever again believe that fine words
could butter parsnips? The June days, in which the
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Paris worke~ took the spinners of phrases at their
word and fought in arms for liberty, equality and
fraternity, were the writing on the wall. Flaubert was
a novelist, not a student of the social history and economic machinery of mankind, and to him the June days
· merely proved that flirting with empty slogans roused
dark forces who were a threat to the very existence of
civilized society. The dictatorship of the blackguard
Louis Napoleon which followed was just a dictatorship
of blackguards, the apotheosis of the bourgeois, and
all that could be expected of the bourgeois, and all
that could be expected from the follies of preceding
years. So the Education Sentimentale is a bitter and
mercilessly ironical picture of the end of all the fine
illusions of the liberal bourgeois, illusions which the
red flag and rifle shots of June 1848 shattered forever.
After that the vulgarity of the Empire. Nothing would
be the same again and one could resign oneself to the
long process of social decay and destruction of. civilization by this stupid and miserly bourgeoisie, with its
wars, its narrow nationalism and its bestial greed.''
Hence life in Flaubert's novels becomes frozen and
static; he is a great writer faced with the problem of
giving a true picture of a social order, the very premises
of which were rapidly becoming a repudiation of the
standards of humanism once looked upon as our common heritage.
But Flaubert's hatred of the bourgeoisie was so deep
that already in the nineteenth century there were critics
who, like Wilson, attempted to compare Marx's
method with Flaubert's. To these Paul Lafargue,
Marx's son-in-law and himself a keen student of literature, replied that Marx saw not merely the surface of
thi·ngs; he penetrated beneath, examining the component
and mutual interactions. He did not see before him
a separate thing-in-itself, having no connections with
its environment, but a whole complicated and eternally
moving world. Marx represented the life of that world
in its various and constantly changing actions and reactions. The writers of the school of Flaubert, said
Lafargue, complain of the artist's difficulties in trying
to reproduce what he sees; but they only try to represent the surface, only the impression they receive.
Their literary work is child's play in comparison with
that of _Marx. An unusual strength of mind was called
for in order to understand reality so profoundly and
the art required to transmit what Marx saw and wanted
to say was no less profound.
It is not true, as 'Vilson thinks, that Flaubert and
Marx "started from very similar assumptions" or that
"they arrived at identical interpretations of the happenings of their own time." Flaubert and Marx both saw
the bad sides of capitalism. But Flaubert saw primarily
its bad moral sides. Marx, on the other hand, studied
this society as a hisborian, an economist, a dialectician,
and a revolutionary proletarian leader. He therefore
saw not only more deeply into the bad sides of capitalism, but also perceived something to which Flaubert
was wholly blind. He realized that capitalism was a
social form necessary to develop society's productive
forces to a level which would make possible an equal
development, worthy of human beings, for all members
of society. Earlier forms of society were economically
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too poor for this; capitalism for the first time created
the wealth and the productive forces necessary for it.
And Marx saw further still: he realized that capitalism
creates in the mass of the oppressed workers that social
class which is more and more compelled to claim the
utilization of this wealth and these productive forces for
the whole of society.
Flaubert' s comment on the period around 1848 was
the Education Sentimentale; its conclusion was the bitter reflection of the hero that the best time he ever had
in his life was a youthful escapade in a whorehouse.
This may be only, as Wilson thinks, a criticism of
Frederic Moreau; but the fact remains that the novel
ends on a note of utter hopelessness. Marx's comment
on the same period was the C01m,munist Manifesto,
which ended with a rousing cry to hope and action:
"workers of the world unite, you have nothing to lose
but your chains, you have a world to gain!" Flaubert's
limited insight led to Bouvard et Pecuchet, an inchoate,
monumental lament on the stupidity of all mankind.
Marx's profound insight led to the founding of the
international Socialist movement and the triumph of
Socialism over one-sixth of the earth. If one seeks to
make the viewpoints of Flaubert and Marx identical,
it is most likely because one wants to reconcile the
two and does not know how; one no longer understands
Flaubert in the light of Axel's castle and has not yet
learned to understand him in the light of Marx.
There may be other reasons for the attempt, indicated by the "climax" of Flaubert's novel, which so intrigues Wilson and to which we now return. The clerk
Dussardier is killed in a proletarian uprising by a policeman, and the policeman turns out to be the "socialist"
Senecal. How are we to understand this transformation of a "socialist" into a policeman? Here Wilson
finds that Flaubert diverges from Marx; indeed, it is
the one respect in which the two giants do diverge. For
Marx, we are told, the evolution of the "socialist" into
a policeman would have been due to the bourgeois in
Senecal; for Flaubert, "it is the natural development of
socialism"; for him Senecal, "given his bourgeois hypoccrisy, was still carrying out a socialist principle-or
rather his behaviqr as a policeman and his yearnings
toward socialist control were both derived from his
impulse toward tyranny."
This is presumably Flaubert's attitude. What is
Wilson's own? With his usual candor he tells us: "Today we must recognize that Flaubert had observed
something of which Marx was not aware. We have
had the opportunity to see how even a socialism which
has come to power as nhe result of a proletarian revolution has bred a political police of almost unprecedented
ruthlessness and all-persuasiveness-how the socialism
of Marx himself, with its emphasis on dictatorship
rather than the democratic processes, has contributed to
produce this disaster. Here Flaubert, who believed that
the artist should aim to be without social conviction, has
been able to judge the tendencies of political doctrines
as the greatest of doctrinaires could not; and here the
role of Flaubert is justified." [Italics mine. J. F.]
Flaubert may have aimed to be without social conviction, but you cannot live in society and avoid it. He
began with hating the Socialists as much as the hour-
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geoisie, but since no man can maintain that kind of equilibrium long, and since Flaubert was himself a bourgeois, he ended with hating the Socialists more. By the
time the Pa~is Commune came around he was yelling
furiously for the blood of the communards. He did not
deeply understand the real historic course of the nineteenth century; what he did understand were certain
types of character. He gave us a keen portrait of Senecal, but if you are going to blame Marx for Senecal,
you might as well blame Jesus for Judas, Danton for
Dumouriez, Washington for Burr, and Lenin for Zinoviev. Wilson may fancy that great social changes are
brought about by "superior intellectual bra,ins" imposing a new order upon the stupid mass, and that these
superior people select only angels to fight in the revolutionary ranks. Marx and Engels knew better; they
knew that all kinds of men take part in great social
movements and for all kinds of motives, and that no
great cause since the dawn of history has been without
its opportunists and apostates. They also knew that in
the long run the Senecals are either exposed, or their
work is nullified by the "stupid" mass.
From the psychological viewpoint, Senecal becomes a
policeman because he was never a Socialist to begin
with. Anyone with the slightest notion of what a Socialist is can see that long before the "climax" of Flaubert's novel. From the historic viewpoint, the exercise
of authority by a Socialist republic hardly argues that
Socialism springs from an impulse toward tyranny. In
every epoch of great social change you have only the
choice between the organization and authority of the
reactionary force and. that of the progressive force;
without organization and authority major social action
at this stage of human development is utterly impossible.
In vVilson's case we see once more a familiar pattern
run its full course. In the spring of 1920, under the
distant influence of the October Revolution, Bertrand
Russell hastened to declare himself a Communist. In
the fall of the same year, he returned from the U.S.S.R.
declaring that Lenin's regime was a tyranny supported
by the equivalent of the Czarist police, in 1:he shadow of
whose menace ordinary mortals lived in terror; a.
regime which in time would come to resemble any "Asiatic despotism." He felt more at ihome in England,
where he belonged to the privileged classes; so he naturally discovered that since 1688-that is, since the revolution in which the landed nobility and the bourgeoisie
reached a compromise very pleasant and profitable to
both-English life had been based on "kindliness and
tolerance," which were worth all the creeds in the
world.
In 1932, under the impact of the economic crisis,
· Wilson hastened to declare himself a Communist on
the fantastic assumption that the October Revolution
was the triumph of superior "intellectual brains" over
the stupid mass. Then he turned to Trotzky, for the
time had come when intellectuals "disillusioned" with
the U.S.S.R. could attack; it only in the name of "Marxism." Now he repudiates the "socialism of Marx
himself" because he fancies it springs from the "same
impulse toward tyranny" which animates,the policeman.
The upshot would seem to be that Utopians of t'he
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type of Russell and Wilson simply do not like Socialism
or rather that they like the fruits of Socialism but do
not like the historic process by which it is achieved.
They want the good end without any of the painful
means, and they always incline to be elated or depressed
by the momentary aspect rather than steadied by a
vision of the whole vast movement toward a magnificent
and necessary goal.
Was Marx, then, really inferior to Flaubert as a
psychologist? It was Marx, after all, in his "comment
on 1848," who described the petit-bourgeois Socialist,
the man who can brilliantly dissect the jitters of capitalism, but cannot find the real way out of it; and finally,
when stubborn historical facts disperse the intoxicating
effect of "socialist" self-deception, he ends in a "miserable fit of the blues."
All this may be "trying to measure works of literature by tests which have no validity in that field." But
was it not Wilson himself who dragged the White Sea
Canal and the G.P.U. into his essays along with the
Mithraic bull whose "throat and balls" are threatened?
Was it not he who converted Flaubert's novel attacking the shoddiness of bourgeois society into an attack on
the Socialism of Marx? To be sure, Wilson is a skillful
artist; like Yeats he knows the value of parable; like
Proust he knows how to make his important statements
parenthetically. But he makes these exclusively aga,inst
the U.S.S.R., unable, presumably, to find a German or
Italian writer (Mann or Pirandello) through whom to
attack fascism parenthetically.
Where, then, has the road from Axel's castle led
after eight years? The castle lies in ruins and Rimbaud's road is closed forever. What now? Are private fantasies and chimeras to be replaced by political
fantasies and ch~meras? Is the poet to lament the betrayal of his unreal social Utopias as he once lamented
the frustration of his unreal sexual expectations? Will
he continue to have nightmares in which he is Evgeni
pursued by the "Idol" and close his earsto the Fuhrer's
hDofs clattering across Europe? Will he cry a plague
on all your houses, attempt like Flaubert to be without
social conviction, and wind up perhaps calling for the
blood of the communards? Or will he perhaps in 1942
issue a new declaration of faith in the Socia-lism of
Marx, recollecting in pleasant tranquillity the real significance of the present decade, .by that time beyond recall?
Wilson has answered these questions himself in last
week's New Republic. He is once more back in Axel's
castle where reality itself is fiction, and the whole vast
Soviet world which has so haunted his thoughts is only
a book, like M. Teste's speculations. The book has
begun to bore him. What if Japan does attack the
U.S.S.R.? It suits Wilson, who is in a hurry to "shut
up that Soviet novel." But there is a difference. Ten
years ago the inhabitants of Axel's castle ignored reality. Now they lean out of the casements hurling impotent curses on Socialism in literary essays which have
no room for a single line against fascism.
Fortunately, however, ,most of this country's progressive writers think in other ways. Whether or
not they accept the Socialism of Marx, they adhere
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today to the one country which practices it, knowing
that more than any other on the face of the earth it will
defend civilization against the new barbarians who
threaten to engulf it. These wdters understand that
history never really repeats itself, therefore they avoid
chi1dish historical analogies and subjective historical
fables. They perceive that the proletarian revolution
which began in 1917 is neither the bourgeois revolution
of 1789, nor the Consulate of 1800, nor the Bronze
Horseman's realm of 1825, nor the June days of 1848.

F

IGURES born out of the folk-imagination
people the arts of many European countries.
Folklore has inspired many poems, paintings,
and statues. Sometimes art creations have been so direct as to be actually folk art itself-as in the case of
cathedral gargoyles; more often they have been the
results of an artist'"s conscious laboring with folk
materials. The countries of Europe are so small, however, in comparison with the United States, and the
centuries have given their folk stories so many years
in which to accumulate, that few of their artists, no
matter what their medium, could grow to man's estate
without being at least aware of the heritage of picturesque legend with which they were surrounded.
In America, however, the vastness of the nation and
its short history have combined with circumstance to
separate the artist from this stimulating material.
Native folklore has had but little time to grow. The
American artist, in the past too greatly influenced by
classics and contemporaries, has not, as a rule, been
of a social class familiar with the naive products of
the popular fancy, existing only through word of mouth,
passed down through centuries by narrators whose only
literature they were.
Despite the country's comparative youth America
has a folklore, and that quite aside from the legends
already in existence among the Indians before the white
men came. Some of it was brought to the new land
.from countries across the seas and has been preserved
much as it was, by people geographically isolated, like
the descendants of the Scotch Highlanders of Elizabethan times, who have lived many generations in the
Appalachians and still sing of "Bonny Barbara Allen"
in a wailing ballad whose origins are lost far back in
the dim mists of early English history. In Louisiana
the Acadians sing songs and tell stories that were first
heard beside the hearth-fires of eighteenth-century
France, clinging to them with an affection that has
outlasted both a voluntary and an involuntary exile.
In the Dakotas the blond Swedish-American is dancing
to the tunes to which his fathers jigged in the fields of
Scandinavia. And in the central states in many a com-
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Marxism is indeed "something new in the world." But
in so far as one may learn from the past, they are
anxious to avoid the tragic blunder of certain writers at
the beginning of the last century. These, confused by
surfaces which they judged wholly by the fluid stand·
ards of ethics, reflected the second phase of the great,
liberating French Revolution; they cheered the defeat
of France at Waterloo, and woke up to face the Holy
Alliance and the frightful reaction it imposed upon
Europe for thirty-three years.

munity of German complexion the fantasies of the
fatherland, though translated into English and ever
changing in the telling, still attract groups of enchanted
children.
To the question of America's rightful claim to this
treasure of other lands, it may be answered that once
a people adopts a folklore, it makes it completely and
peculiarly its own. With no printed page to discipline
the itinerant narrator, a story grows and changes while
it is told. It is translated not only into the prevailing
language but also into familiar and commonly visual
terminology. Thus the "Ballad of Lord Randal," old
Scottish song still echoing among the North Carolina .
mountains, has become, through gene·rations of singers
who never saw a nobleman·, the simple tragic story of
Johnnie Randall who killed his sweetheart. And the
Johnnie Randall of that story is an American mountain
boy whose lank figure might well be painted or molded,
whose fate might be subject for play or opera or poem.
But it is not merely in the borrowed folklores of
other lands that America has enriching material to offer
her native artists. America has an authentic, autochthonous folklore of her own. Wherever American
. people have tarried long enough to have the feeling
of belonging to the land, the roots of their imaginations
have crept down into the soil. And the harvest, as
might be expected from a young and sturdy folk, has
been strong and hardy. A gusty, exaggerated, sometimes sardonic humor has been the keynote of much of
our native folklore, regardless of its place of origin
-from Texas to Maine. Perhaps Benjamin Franklin
set the pace when, disgusted with the inaccurate accounts of the country of his birth contributed to the
London papers by Britishers who had been only short-,
time visitors, he wrote of the American sheep whose
tails were so heavy with wool that it was necessary to
rest them on little carts trundled behind, and of the
American cod fisheries in the Great Lakes, the salt
water fish having been driven up the Niagara River
into Lake Erie by hungry whales. "But let them know,
sir," he continues, "that the grand leap of the whale
in the chase up the falls of. Niagara is esteemed by all
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who have seen it as one of the finest spectacles m
nature."
While it is doubtful if this early American whopper
became so generously known as to give story-tellers a
mark to ~hoot at, it is unquestioned that it is a typical
American attitude of mind and that the products of
the American communal imagination have for the most
part been grotesquely exaggerative. In the days when
communication was more difficult and books and journals were less numerous, the good story-teller was a
proud figure. There were even contests in the sort of
imaginative fiction which, for want of a better term,
was called lying. My father has told me with pride
in his voice that my great-grandfather was boasted by
his relatives to be the "biggest liar in Tompkins
County.'~ They cited as proof of the contention his
tale of snowdrifts so ·deep in the vicinity of Ithaca,
N. Y., one winter that they did not melt through the
summer. He was cutting hay in a meadow one hot
July day, he said, whe,n a big buck jumped the fence
and got caught in a snowdrift so inextricably that he
was able to kill it by cutting its throat with his scythe.
Were the picture which this anecdote conjures up to
be painted, I can imagine its being bitterly attacked by
conservative academicians as but another example of
the undisciplined, inexplicable, and indefensible juxtaposition of unrelated objects with which modernists
insult intelligence-rather than recognized as representative of the imaginative quality of the average
American farmer before the Civil War.
A few of America's writers in the past have caught
the spirit of this folk humor-Josh Billings, Artemus
Ward, and especially Mark Twain. But most of the
country's creativ~ workers were too politely striving
toward European culture to recognize the artistic
values that lay in the imagination of the people. They
were unable to see any analogy between the figures of
the saints, painted by the artists of the Renaissance
from the conceptions that people had come to have of
them, and the fantastic latter-day miracle-workers of
American mythology. In an ancient Jewish folk tale
of a lad who killed a giant with his sling•shot Michael
Angelo found the subject of a statue. What sculptor
will carve us Strap Buckner, who "rassled with the
devil" out in the Dakotas? Who will supplant the
Lorelei with the maid of the Pascagoula, whose song
from the summit of a hill of waters lured the Biloxi
Indians to their sea-games off the coast of Mississippi?
Who will turn from Ruth, the sower, to the sturdy
figure of Johnnie Appleseed swinging westward with
the ballet of the swirling blossoms springing behind
him?
The English nursery tale of Jack and the Beans talk
has already been used as material for an opera by an
American composer, an opera in which a cow proves
an amusing and important character. But no American
stage has yet seen Paul Bunyan and his big blue ox who
measured "twenty-eight axe-handles and a plug of
chewing tobacco" between tips of his magnificent horns.
While one of America's most distinguished poets,
Edna St. Vincent Millay, and one of her best known
musicians, Deems Taylor, have collaborated on an
opera which turned out to be a conventional affair, its
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verse based on Anglo-Saxon rhythms, its music far
from distinctive, the giant shoulders of John Henry
lift his nine-pound 'hammer high in the air; Negro
work-songs give him the beat, and the old tragedy of
the battle of man against the machine is reenacted.
The native American artist has been busying himself
with creating statues entitled Civic Pirtue, The
Christian Student, Goose Girl, hoping as all artists
hope, to speak for the age in which he lives, to allow
the imagination of the people to speak through him.
While he chips at his stone, the imagination of America
is articulate, and he cannot hear it. Pecos Bill is riding
a twister down in Texas, his star-spurs bite into the
flanks of the whirlwind. Kemp Morgan towers above
the Oklahoma hills, driving oil wells single-handed.
Railroad Bill, hard pressed by the sheriff, turns from
a black Alabamian son of sin into a scuttling red fox
(here is a more fascinating problem than ever a
Daphne becoming a bay tree). In Gajun, Louisiana, the
talking bulldog, returning from college, takes the bayou
steamer for the old home he is destined never to see.
Down the Missi5sippi Mike Fink, half horse ahd ·half
alligator and part snapping turtle, guides his keel-boat.
Along the Atlantic coast Old Stormalong stands on
the bridge of his clipper while below his sailors,
mounted on horses, ride the long watches. Casey Jones
opens the throttle of one of the "two locomotives that
are gain' to bump." Willie the Weeper dreams of the
generous lady who gave him a pretty Ford automobile
"with diamond headlights and a silver steering wheel."
Tony Beaver turns the Eel River back on its course
through West Virginia. The Gambler, twenty-dollar
gold pieces on his eyes, leaves old Joe's barroom for
the last time, drawn by sixteen coal-black horses,
cheered by the music of a jazz band perched on the top
of his hearse, speeded along the cemetery road by a
dozen crap-shootin' pall-bearers raisin' hell.
There should be an American mythology for study
in our schools. I believe this with such sincerity that
I have tried to write such a book in The Hurricane's
Children, which was offered to the public in December
1937. In trying to describe this book when I first talked
about doing it, I said it was a group of American fairy
stories. When it was done, I found that there are no
fairies in it. Instead I find a lot of giants proudly roaring that a hurricane was their father and an earthquake
was their mother.
The people of almost ev~ry nation in the world
except the United States have liked to make up stories
about "the little people." Even the American Indians
made up some beautiful tales about them. But Americans have been so busy doing big jobs that they have
never taken time off to let their minds play with the
tiny folks who have magic powers. At the end of a
hard day's work the American cowboys or miners or
lumberjacks or apple-pickers have had their fun out of
making up stories about men who could do jabs that
just could not be done, and in an impl?ssibly short time -with one hand tied behind them. And so I have discovered that this is not an American fairy-story book at
all, but an American giant book.
If these stories had existed hundreds of years ago
in another land, we would probably be calling them
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myths today and reading of Pecos Bill and Tony Beaver
and Annis Christmas as we read of Mercury and Mars
and Juno, or of Thor and Loki and Freya. The stories
in this book are the products of our grandfathers'
fancies, our fathers', our own. They are the imagination that Americans inherit, and I hope many Americans
are going to be proud of it.
If mythological figures are to be allowed a place
in art then, and God forbid that they should be barred,
let the American artist remember his own immediate
heritage. His background may enable him to give to
his work something truer than he would give to
Hercules or Persephone. Let him remember, too, that
much of the appreciation of any art lies in the esthetic
pleasure derived from recognition. The people of a
locality will be happier to see in the art works adorning
their public buildings, for instance, figures they know
and are fond of rather than works representing abstract
virtues or the gods of Greece and Rome. It is time
that artists recognize in the figments of American
dream the opportunity for ~t!he expression of that
beauty which is distinctively a part of the land and
· its people.
The suggestions I ain making here to American
artists are not meant as arguments for "literary" art
as opposed to· representations of "abstract" beauty.
The subjects I recommend allow more freedom of individual expression, certainly, than those art products
1

which the "abstractionists" are inclined to scorn as
mere illustrations. They permit as many treatments
as there are artists to present them. Their essence is
imaginative liberty. They are representative not of
a single narrator's creativeness but of the free soaring
fancy of the workers of America, thousands of them
in communal search for release from the monotony of
the real. They should be welcomed by the artists of
the more liberal persuasions, for, like the manifestations of the subconscious which have found expression
in the work of Dadaists and Surrealists, they introduce,
as Wilenski expresses it, "the incredible proportions
and juxtapositions that occur to us in dreams." Indeed
they surpass in mad fancy most of the imaginative work
of today.
Even to the conservative academician these figures
present a challlenge, the oldest known to art. For
John Henry is any Negro, and Pecos Bill is any cowboy.
Rippling muscles of man and straining horse offer their
problems as they have since the days of Hellas. But
America's worker-created giants should be most
heartily received by that already great group of American artists who believe that art should have social significance. They depict the triumph of the laborer over
his environment. They are the day dreams of the
worker who sees himself embodied in the champion
his mind creates. In them defeatism is wiped out by
invincible action.

Bread Upon the Waters
By Michael Bruen

M

AtLARDYCE tugged the door open, tonight
as al~ays, just enough to allow him to scurry
through sideways, and disappeared with a
brief flirt of his Chesterfield and a bounce of the curl in
his derby.
The new girl, looking after him, laughed and turned
to Ethel at the switchboard.
"How is he? All right?"
Ethel made a delicate, familiar gesture of wiping her
nose with her naked fingers.
"He parts his hair in the middle," she said flatly.
"Oh," said the new girl. "But he smokes a pipe,"
:she suggested hopefully.
"How else can he prove that his lips aren't his nostrils," Ethel explained.
"You've got something there," agreed the new girl.
"I noticed the droopy schnozzola. Then I suppose he's
the kind gives a raise every Leap Year of his own free
will?"
"A gold star for catching an quick," said Ethel.
Mr. Allardyce fidgeted sixty-three floors' worth in
the elevator. Stocks went down today, stocks went down
today, he said to himself sincerely. I really believe
stocks went down today. That was the way Mr. AllarR.

dyce dealt with life and illusions. He felt that if he
really and truly believed that the market went down, it
would go up, because things never happened the way
you really wanted them to. So he always hoped things
by opposites. But he genuinely had to feel that way or
it didn't work.
"Good night," Mr. Allardyce said civilly to the elevator man. The elevator man, who remembered last
Christmas very clearly, put his hands behind his back,
and first ground, then tossed, his hips at Mr. Allardyce's
back. "Jerk," he said, indicating, to the starter. The
starter, with whom gifts were pooled, agreed.
Mr. Allardyce had his three cents ready at the newsstand. Down, down, down, I know it, I feel it, he
prayed as he rustled the pages and walked blindly ~n.
He guided himself through the swinging doors and ran
his eyes down the quotations. He did not look at
United Peruvian until he had seen the trend. The trend
was down. Mr. Allardyce raised his eyes to heaven.
United Peruvian was rarely indomitable and ascending
in the face of the trend. But Mr. Allardyce peeked
hopefully because he felt so pessimistic. But United
Peruvian was quite down. Mr. Allardyce saw that the
fault lay with him. He had not really believed. He
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had allowed his conscious to deceive himself and his subconscious. He could feel his heart sinking and growing
larger and heavier like a snowball rolling down a hill.
Two more points down, and I'll have to cover, he
thought in tremendous despair. What had happened?
Everything had been going so beautifully in the market
before he had put his two cents in. Two cents? Ten
thousand dollars I And he had United Peruvian on
margin. He had jinxed the market, that was what he
had done. He had sent it down as surely as though
he were the law of gravity. With what dash and in
what exultant spirits he had made his investment I He
had not said a word to Geraldine at first, he had not
even breathed of the hot, impressive tip. He had
hardly doubted a quick rise and a neat profit. He had
seen himself with his thumbs snapping his suspenders,
awing Geraldine with his acumen. Geraldine could always be impressed with more money. Of course he
had told her the very next day when it had gone down
a point; he could not have a thing like that on his
conscience when it was going down, and besides she
would have to give him the money if he had to cover.
She would give him the money because she would not
see the ten thousand thrown away, but how she would
lash out at him with her long, long tongue~ Oh, why
hadn't he bought less outright? Outright or nothing,
he had always said, so sanely, and he had speculated,
and very likely he was getting what he deserved.
The February night was forbidding. It was darker
and more frightening than usual, it seemed to Mr.
Allardyce. He felt quite depressed.
Ordinarily Mr. Allardyce would have seen the touch
coming half a block away. He would have crossed the
street, or almost run, or turned his head. But tonight
he walked right into it. Someone said, close up against
him, "Could you please let me have something for a
bite to eat, mister? I'm terribly hungry."
Mr. Allardyce started. He looked at the touch, who
was a man, quite a young and tall man, and said quickly,
"Sorry." He hurried. But the man walked along with
him.
·
"PI ease, " he sa1'd 'm an .Importunate tone that .was
quite distasteful to Mr. Allardyce, who loathed a display of emotion. "Please let me have something." He
. sounded as though he were going to cry, and he was
•
a tall young man.
Bum, thought Mr. Allardyce irritably. Mr. Allardyce knew exactly what kind of racket this was. People
who stopped other people in the street this way were
shiftless bums and only wanted money for liquor.
Frankly, they were depraved. Mr. Allardyce had discussed the very situation sanely and at length over the
bridge table. Very fairly. "Assuming some of theril
are really hungry," he had said, "it's logical to believe,
and I'll bet statistics show, that the· average will be one
in fifty. Now, since there is no way of telling which of
the few are really needy and since the chances are fifty
to one that you are being approached by a professional
beggar, who has a larger income than your own, or a
drunkard, it is always wiser from a sociological and
economic viewpoint to refuse. And anyway there's
relief, and we pay taxes."
So Mr. Allardyce felt very strongly and informed
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about it. People never gave him anything for nothing.
Quite the contrary. He particularly disliked being approached tonight when he had so much trouble, and
although the fellow was undoubtedly putting on a good
act, he said, not really sharply, because you never knew
what these fellows might take it into their heads to do,
and this one was big, but firmly, "I'm very sorry. I have
no change."
The man stopped s'hort. Mr. Allardyce, relieved,
walked quickly on toward the station.
"Of course," the man said loudly in noisy, conspicuous words. "No, of course you haven't." His voice
cracked, but carried ragingly, "I only hope you go hungry some day."
The words came running breathlessly after Mr.
Allardyce. They caught up with him and hissed it him,
and his susceptible heart began to tremble. The night
had grown blacker still, he was sure. It was quiet and
meaningful. The words beat against his ears like an
angry and ominous curse, even as he walked on. They
crept inside him. It was a curse. He felt frightened,
threatened. Life pressed him. Stocks were down,
business was not good, he had not been charitable. God
Himself might be sending this omen. Perhaps he should
have been kinder. Mr. Allardyce found himself, impossibly, unaccountably, turning around and walking
back. He would miss the 6:47. He would be late for
dinner. Geraldine would be raging. The financial page
would be looming enormously and not by coincidence
between the salt and pepper shakers. But he had been
cursed.
The fellow was still standing there, looking at him.
A chill wind whistled around Mr. Allardyce as he noticed the yellowed gray jacket and the gaping sweater.
He was a young man, without a coat. His eyes were
very blue. His ears were a painful red. He was looking
almost angrily at Mr. Allardyce, who was quite cold.
"Very well," said Mr. Allardyce, though he tried to
be friendly, "if you really are hungry, I shall take you
into a cafeteria and buy you some food. If you really
.are hungry." I'll bet he just wants the money, said
Mr. Allardyce assuredly to himself, he just wants the
money for drink, look at his red nose.
"Thank you," said the man, low, "I'm very hungry
all right."
But he hadn't said he was sorry for the terrible thing
he had said, thought Mr. Allardyce, leading the way
into the cafeteria and pulling two checks from the
machine. He can see that I'm a kind man, well meaning, now that I know he really is hungry. He should
have said he was sorry, that he didn't mean it, that
they were oniy words spoken in anger.
Mr. Allardyce bought his companion a ham and
Swiss cheese sandwich, a piece of apple pie, and a cup
of coffee, and bent to watch him eat. The young man
ate without looking at him. He did not say anything
and did not eat too fast, but it was plain he was hungry.
He chewed each mouthful with love almost.
But although he liked the food very much, he did
not yet show any proper gratitude to Mr. Allardyce,
who sat wondering if he realized what an awful thing
he had said. Here he was being well fed. He must
b~ sorry. He must be grateful. He must take it back.
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Mr. Allardyce was determined to get it straightened
out. He could not afford to have a curse hovering over
him like that. He did not want it.
"You can't give away money to everyone who asks
for it, after all," he said to the young man, tentatively.
He was really only a tall boy, he noticed, but he had a
tired face.
"No," said the boy eating, and still not looking at
Mr. Allardyce, "don't apologize."
Apologize I Mr. Allardyce kept his temper.
"There are a lot of these .•. uh ...•"
"Moochers," suggested the boy, looking at him now.
"All kinds of bums too," agreed Mr. Allardyce.
"You never can tell."
"Yes," said the boy.
Mr. Allardyce looked at his watch. The boy was
eat~g the pie. Maybe he'd have liked it a la mode,
thought Mr. Allardyce sardonically. But he said:
"And you're a strong, healthy fellow. You ought to
get a job. You can't tell me a young man who's willing
can't get a job. The depression's over. Where do you
see a breadline now?"
The boy raised his eyes again and looked very tired.
"When I was a young fellow," insisted Mr. Allardyce, "I had to struggle too, I can tell you. I didn't
have anything. I worked myself up without asking anyone's help. There's no valid reason why you shouldn't
get a job. Not a reason." He felt that he was quite
right, there was no excuse. He was even a little angry.
"Have you got a job?" asked the boy, staring at him.
Mr. Allardyce allowed himself a small smile at the
naive question.
"Job?" he said, imagining as he often did when he
felt a little scornful, that he was raising an eyebrow,
"I'm a businessman. I'm an employer. I have my
own staff."
"Will you give me a job?"
"Me?" said Mr. Allardyce in sharp surprise. What
a hell of a, and unprecedented, nerve. Just whom was
the fellow trying to impress? As if he would take a
job if it were handed to him on a platter I He was just
trying to excuse himself.
"I want a job," said the boy, rather monotonously
Mr. Allardyce thought. "I can work."
"Well, I'm hardly the one.... I'm afraid you'll have
to go to the proper places ... an agency ... something.
Surely there are authorities that could place .... Everybody can be taken care of.... I don't have that sort
of.... '' Mr. Allardyce stopped. This was going far
enough and was completely apart from the point.
"All cight," said the boy, "everybody can be taken
care of."
"Is your family on relief?" asked Mr. Allardyce.
"I don't know," the boy said. "Maybe."
Very smart, thought Mr. Allardyce. "I don't know.
Maybe." Whatever that means. Very clever, I suppose he thinks he is.
"Well, don't yt')u live with them?"
"I don't live with anybody."
"Where do you stay?"
"I don't know where I'm going to stay tonight."
"Haven't you got a home?"
"I'm carrying the banner."
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Mr. Allardyce's mouth dropped open a little to indicate that he did not quite follow.
"I haven't any money for a room," explained the
young man so that Mr. Allardyce could understand.
"Oh," said Mr. Allardyce. "Well, you can't be trying terribly hard," he added. "Anyone with an ounce
of ambition and pride .... "
"Listen," said the young man abruptly, "thanks for
this. I was hungrier than you could ever think of anyone being. But stop talking. What the hell are you
talking about anyway? My clothes are torn, my shirt
has no sleeves, I don't know whether I'll ever be able
to shave my face again, or smell like something clean.
- So, all right, I haven't any ambition. So I know you'd
starve first before you asked anybody for anything. All
right, thanks, but shut up."
Mr. Allardyce was very, very angry, but he controlled himself beautifully.
"That's certainly not my fault," he said, "and I'm
sure I'm sorry. But that's no reason why you should
tell me that you hope I'll go hungry some day. After
all, I've never done anything to you."
The young man looked up with slow eyelids. Then
his eyes crinkled and he almost smiled. He searched
Mr. Allardyce's face very thoroughly.
"Sure," he said, "why should I wish you any hard
luck?"
A weight was lifting from Mr. Allardyce's depressed
shoulders. He felt almost glad of this encounter. The
young man did not wish him any ill fortune.
"That's the way," he said. They got up. Mr. Allardyce paid the cashier. At the door, he said jovially,
"Wait." He took a dollar bill from his wallet, he
looked at it with satisfaction and appreciation and bestowed it on the moocher. He said, "There you are.
I hope that'll give you a little start." Mr. Allardyce's
tpne wa\> modest. He knew how big a bill must look
to a tramp.
"Thanks," said the boy.
"It's all right," acknowledged Mr. Allardyce, starting away. He took a deep breath. He felt that stars
must have come out, but before he could see, he thought
he heard a call.
"Thanks for nothing."
Mr. Allardyce looked around in amazement. The
boy was gone. Had he said "Thanks for nothing"?
But he couldn't have, not after the way he'd been
treated. Yet it was not the sort of thing Mr. Allardyce could just imagine someone saying. He must have
heard it. But why? Mr. Allardyce took his pipe out
and bit it nervously. Hadn't the curse been taken back?
Hadn't he said he didn't wish Mr. Allardyce any hard
luck? His very words were, "Why should I wish you
any hard luck?" That could mean anything. Hadn't
the curse on his head been lifted? But he had been
more than generous. He had done more than was
expected. It wasn't fair, it really wasn't playing fair.
After all, there were no stars out. The remembrance
of the stocks came back to Mr. Allardyce. He thought
of Geraldine. He felt the wind and heard it whisper.
Rain was beginning, a fat drop spattered on his hat. It
was a bad night, and he was cursed. He walked on,
feeling miserable ahd beaten and doomed.
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Revolution In BoheDtia
By Granville Hicks

I

N 1923 young Halstead Weeks,
The product and the pride of Saint Tim's school,
Denounced in ringing tones the Bolsheviks
And proved that Bob LaFollette was their tool.
His mother felt the tears run. down her cheeks,
His banker-papa growled, "The boy's no fool."
Young Halstead got a watch .for graduation
And old Saint Tim's a sizeable donation.

VII
And, lo, the brave new world of Silent Cal,
Where Jesus was in business and in Rotary, ..
Where Socialists derided Capital,
Where Ford was prophet and Filene his votary,
Where high-hat Hoover fought brown-derby AI,
Where Babbitt had his cult and More his coterieIt welcomed Halstead to its busy breast.
It gave him work, in short-at Pa's request.

II
At Yale he learned .from Phelps that V.V: s Eyes
And Peter Pan were modern works of art;
From Keller that the man of enterprise
Serves God and country in the busy mart;
From good Dean Brown that one should not tell lies
Nor masturbate nor scorn the pure at heart.
And if he'd made a single freshman team
He'd have fulfilled his father's every dream.

The little cash that Pa had one time sunk
In Biggs and Boggs now justified his hopes.
To gild the cabbage and perfume the skunk
Was their concern, and they taught Hal the ropes.
He thought them boors, they counted him a lunk
But set him writing ads for lesser soaps.
He cursed his lot and damned the silly stuff,
But-give him credit-wrote it well enough.

I

III
But even Yale had students in those years
Who laughed at Phelps, and Halstead got the habit.
Not only did he imitate their sneers
nut when they praised a book was quick to grab it.
He read This Side of Paradise with tears
And turned to Jurgen, Sister Carrie, Babbitt.
He read the prefaced plays of Bernard Shaw
And grew ashamed of his pot-bellied Paw.
IV
He read Of Human Bondage, Dorian Gray,
Three Soldiers, In Our Time, The Enormous Room,
Ulysses, Rainbow, Mrs. Dalloway,
Remembrance of Things Past, In Nero's Tomb,
The Magic Mountain, Tamar, Antic Hay,
The Dial, Transatlantic, Exile, Broom.
Now where could youth with such distinguished taste land
Except among the lovers of The Wasteland?

v

VIII

IX

When Halstead took the job he planned to spend
His lonely nights composing stern critiques,
In which he would expound, condemn, defend
The modern poets and their new techniques,
But somehow found it easier to lend
His presence at the better Village speaks.
When he sat down to write the spirit balked,
But galloped like a racehorse when he talked.
X

A year went by. His bosses were impressed
By what he'd written; friends by what he'd not.
In many Village hangouts they confessed
That Halstead's bolt and Halstead both were shot.
But he could speak as glibly as the best
Of syntax, values, cadences, and plot.
And he had found a girl and was impassionedA circumstance that some friends called old-fashioned.
XI

He wrote an essay, keenly analytic,
But possibly a little bit obscure,
Entitling Eliot the perfect critic
And just as pure as poet could be pure,
Insisting that he was not parasitic,
Although he borrowed widely to be sure.
The Lit had snubbed him, so he snubbed The Lit,
And tried The Bark & Blare, which published it.

The time has come when we must talk of sexA lively subject if there's lots of data.
But Hal's affair was not at all complex,
Although he spouted Freudian dogmata.
The truth's so simple it is ·bound to vex:
He liked to sleep with his inamorata.
And she, somewhat experienced, found Hal
Quite adequate though not phenomenal.

VI
So Halstead Weeks emerged with his diploma,
A published essay, and a great ambition.
But papa had not missed the strong aroma
Of art and uncommercial erudition.
Commencement night he woke Hal from his coma
And let him see the world of competition,
In which, he said, the boy could take his place
Or else-alternatives Hal could not face.

XII
He pleased his pa, his boss, his lady fair,
But still he knew that there was something wrong .
And t})en one night he met young Clifton Hare,
Who scorned superbly all the vulgar throng,
Who, by request, had left The Bark & Blare,
Who talked with soft insistence all night long,
Who said at last, "We could, we might, I meanMy friend, why don't we start a magazine?"
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XIII
The seed was sown and promptly was manured
By Halstead's father, who was riding high
And, feeling Halstead must by now be cured,
Was not averse to giving him a try.
The magazine's existence was assured
By adding to the board Erasmus Bly,
A Harvard lad whom Clifton recommendedHis insight faulty hut his income splendid.

XX
Do not suppose that Hal submitted tamely
To all the current talk of politics.
He struggled to defend his thesis, namely
That art and economics do not mix.
But though he marshaled all his reasons gamely,
It did no good to kick against the pricks.
We are but human, and you must not ask us
Why we see visions going to Damascus.

XIV
Their secret nightly meetings brought them fame;
The Village wondered; Hal's Elaine grew pale.
They chose an office, tried to choose a name.
Hal, wanting Icarus, could not prevail;
Hare urged Return, and Bly proposed The Flame.
They argued till their arguments grew stale.
"In the beginning," Halstead said.... He halted
In wild amaze. "The word!" they cried, exalted.

XXI
Conversion's dangers are an ancient story,
And Hal's was not a stable constitution.
He felt the working class was full of glory,
And hated all the ruling-class pollution.
The reckoning, he ventured, would be gory;
He hoped to see the day of retribution.
He found the works of Sidney Hook sublime,
And planned to read Karl Marx when he had time.
XXII
He nearly signed a Foster proclamation
And did say Norman Thomas was a dub;
He almost joined the Harlan delegation
And gave the Hunger Marchers dimes for grub;
He wrote some letters full of indignation;
He visited at times the John Reed Club;
And, as he said to some insulting smarty,
Was practically a member of the Party.

XV
The Word it was-a name at least prophetic
As Hal and his co~freres abruptly found.
The bare announcement served as an emetic,
Producing both the fury and the sound.
Dick Blackmur wrote on mysteries esthetic.
A dozen letters came from Ezra Pound
(You know the endless way that Ezra runs on)
And manifestoes streamed from Gorham Munson.
XVI

They got from Waldo Frank some little gems,
Incomprehensible but truly great;
From Gertrude Stein some scrambled apothegms;
Confederate laments from Allen Tate.
Hal wrote on e. e. cummings' roots and stems,
And Clifton barked and blared a hymn of hate.
Chicago's tough guy reached into his barrel
And let them have an early James T. Farrell.
XVII
In one short year The Word became the voice
Of D. H. Lawrence and the vibrant male,
Of polylingual antics a la Joyce,
Of Herman Melville and the great White Whale,
Of Irving Babbitt and the human choice,
Of Oswald Spengler and the dismal wail.
And at the end the issue that was seething
Was Buchmanism versus Gurdjieff breathing.
XVIII
I say the end. Our epic's reached the day
When Wall Street crashed and Halstead's Pa crashed too.
Then Biggs and Boggs reduced employees' pay,
And little Bly announced that he was through.
Next Hal's Elaine went home to Troy to stay,
Discharged from Constable's without ado.
Thus died The Word that dark and fateful winter,
And no one minded much except the printer.
XIX
But Biggs and Boggs somehow survived the storm,
And Hal survived it too, with paychecks shrinking.
His solitary life resumed the norm
Of noisy talk and not so quiet drinking.
He had some new ideas on style and form,
And loved to tell his friends what he was thinking.
But they, he found, were less than fascinated.
In fact, they told him frankly he was dated.

XXIII

He'd gladly join-in this he would insistBut that the leadership was so naive.
The opportunities the Party missed
Were bound to make a thoughtful Marxist grieve.
He did not like to seem a dogmatist,
But there were errors one could scarce conceive.
How can a party grow if it disdains
The wisdom of the nation's finest brains?

XXIV
And after all his field was literary,
And one must work wherever one is able.
No task, perhaps, was quite so necessary
As purifying that Augean stable,
That realm of vulgar thought and crude vagary,
That vast confusion like the storied Babel,
That gloomy sink, that bottomless abysm
Which somet,imes passed for Marxian criticism.
XXV
Now Dr. Krutch-long may his tribe decreaseHad likewise felt the Marxists needed purging,
And meeting Hal one night proposed a piece,
A task to which Hal needed little urging.
He sat him down and let his soul release
The hitter, hitter truths that came a-surging.
Esthetic ruin faced the working classes
But for Hal's 'brave exposure of the MASSES.
XXVI
The day the piece appeared Hal got a note
From Calverton, whose praises knew no measure.
He asked if Hal would kindly let him quote
A certain passage that he called a treasure.
To publish the next essay that Hal wrote
Would give him, furthermore, the greatest pleasure.
The Modern Monthly craved a contribution
From such a loyal friend of revolution.
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XXVII

Hal wrote the piece and made a date for lunch.
V. F. brought friends and there was conversation.
Hal soon was meeting weekly with the bunch,
And taking pleasure in their commendation,
Since he and they most dearly loved to crunch
Upon a ripe and juicy reputation.
They praised no one but Trotsky, that great mind,
For whom they wrote petitions, which Hal signed.
XXVIII

The MASSES staff had viewed with some tranquillity
Hal's literary gestures of defiance,
But it announced its utter inability
To overlook his Trotskyist alliance.
It pointed out the touch of imbecility
In Calverton's demands and his compliance.
The MASSES said in simple white and black
His friends were knaves ~nd he was just a jack.
XXIX

Hal might have been dismayed, but noble Max,
With many shakings of his great white mane,
Convinced him Stalin paid for these attacks.
(And had not Eastman once seen Trotsky plain?)
Hal answered with the gang supplying cracks.
(It was the same old Trotskyist refrain.)
He signed his name upon the dotted line,
And thought the document extremely fine.
XXX

His ego had enough to feed upon,
And skillful flattery had turned his head,
But bad was bound to turn to worse anon,
For he had got a girl, a super-Red,
Who used "·amalgam," even "epigone,''
And other words that she had learned in bed.
(She had, as folks say, lived, and spent her nights
With half the city's leading Trotskyites.)
XXXI

With her to help his Marxian passions flare,
He called, at home, at work, for blood to flow.
But Biggs and Boggs, he found, did not much care
So long as he denounced the C.I.O.
Nor were his words too much for Pa to bear
Since he called Roosevelt a so-and-so.
· And Catholics rejoiced when he'd explain
How Stalin had betrayed The Cause in Spain.
XXXII

The magazines discovered he existed,
Books, Common Sense, the Saturday Review.
Paul Palmer, double-faced if not two-fisted,
Presided at his Mercury debut.
Amazingly the Forum's Leach enlisted
In this crusade to save the world anew.
Hal wrote "I Left the Party in the Lurch"
For Harper's, though he'd always loathed research.
XXXIII

He mingled with tlie city's cognoscenti,
Was mentioned more than once by I.M.P.,
Had drinks with Sinclair Lewis, and had plenty,
Was introduced to Lippmann at a tea.
The boy went places and where'er he went he
Said Communism served the bourgeoisie.
And cocktail drinkers up and down the city
Agreed with him the sell-out was a pity.

XXXIV

But renegades have never ·been a rarity
And Halstead's little boom was not to last.
He soon perceived the growing popularity
0£ Eugene Lyons, knew his day was past.
His girl perceived it too, with perfect clarity
And wrote a note that left poor Hal aghast.
Poor Ha.I, indeed, in view of his ambitions:
He'd nothing left to do but sign petitions.
XXXV

In time he could not quiet the conviction
That even Trotskyites might be a bore,
And though steadfastly vaunting his addiction
To revolution, wondered more and more
If Marx's teachings were not all a fiction
And human nature rotten at the core.
He'd gladly die upon the barricades,
But proletarians were pampered jades.
XXXVI

Increasingly he felt his noble soul
In books alone could find its rightful place.
Let others struggle toward a social goal
And seek to save the worthless human race.
He'd watch the tide of angry passion roll
While he communed with wisdom face to face.
He wrote a piece, describing his decision
As if the gods had granted him a vision.
XXXVII

The article appeared in the ..1 tlantic,
For Sedgwick liked it, as one might suppose.
Had he not made a pilgrimage romantic,
Toured rebel Spain in spats, defied its foes?
Had he not told with raptures corybantic
How Franco saved the Spaniards from their woes?
Of course he felt with Hal that art must be
From taint of propaganda ever free.
XXXVIII

Our story's wandered to its sad conclusion.
No need to chronicle Hal's small success;
No need to tear away each fond illusion;
No need to note his growing snobbishness;
No need to castigate his vast confusion :
We know too well how such affairs progress.
The time would come for haughty jeers at pickets
And voting straight reactionary tickets.
XXXIX

The Lippmanns and the Thompsons and the Lyons,
They have their brief if somewhat gaudy day.
The Eastmans and their literary scions
. Proceed to find and fatten on their prey.
The Franks seek vainly for Spinozan Zions,
Nor lose their little egoes by the way.
And men like Halstead lapse predictably
Into pretentious mediocrity.
XL

In '38 an older Halstead Weeks,
Alumni orator at Saint Tim's School,
Denounced in ringing tones the Bolsheviks,
And proved that John L. Lewis was their tool.
He a.Iso said nice things about the Greeks.
(The students thought the speech was so much drool.)
His honorarium was slight, I fear,
But trustees hinted at a job next year.
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Words I Did Not Speak
By Edward Wall

0

UR Guild contract with the Morning Globe
contains the clause: No By-Lines on Hooey
' Stories. This is Paragraph 6, Section XIX,
if I remember rightly: No expression of the paper's
policy or opinion, whether or not it be conveyed in the
guise of news, shall be published under the name of any
employee without the employee's knowledge and consent.
I crusaded for that clause, though quite alone. In
the city room, down at Marty's on the corner; fighting
for a cause, a clause. I'm new on the staff of theM orning Globe; perhaps I'm alittle bit fervent. My fellow
Guildsmen were apathetic, even antagonistic. Had I
been a lesser zealot, had I dared turn my back, the
opposition bloc would have stricken the clause from
the contra<:t. It ·stayed though. And the publisher
accepted it.
Opposition jeers hid a malignant vanity. I know, of
course. Too many reporters would be grateful for a
weekly by-line in lieu of a five-dollar wage boost. Too
many of them succumb to giddiness at the sight of their
own names in print, no matter how inconsequential the
story; even if it were something oozing from one of
the paper's ears: The Weather, Overcast with Variable
Winds, by Malcolm McGooch, High Tide 8 :09 a.m.
On the old Post-Herald, I remember, they used to
plaster reporters' names all over the paper. Little boys
scrawling things with chalk. You found yourself named
as the author of fabulous stories; stories in eight or tenpoint caps you never heard of before. You were constantly amazed, if you read the paper, at your own
folly, your erudite bitterness, your falsity.
The Post-Herald isn't in business today; the world,
I'm certain, is a happier place. I was there when the
paper died a few mont'hs ago. It strangled, shouting,
trying to alter the pattern of stripes in the flag; trying
to shield the Whites from contaminating proximity
with the Reds. We were profoundly Right, and all
else was radical. We thought a great deal of a man
named Hoover; though never, in the Herald-Tribune
manner, as Mister. Mister Hoover nodded at this,
hinted at that. Mister, to us, never quite expressed the
proper warmth of approbation. We thought of him
as Dearie.
On the Post-Herald I covered the Tecumseh Street
station and receiving hospital, the busiest police beat in
town. At night everything came to Tecumseh Street,
except for a few odds and ends picked up by the clicks
out of headquarters. It was an easeful place to spend
your nights. Nightly routine of drunks, disorderly and
-physicians said further examination would be necessary to determine whether or not the bullet can be
removed from O'Reilly's skull without dislodging the
brain. Still, pleasant as it was, I rarely went near
Tecumseh Street during those final weeks, just before

the paper crumpled. I kept in touch by telephone from
afar. We knew the end was coming. And who cared?
I had other interests.
I was working with Dave Kirchlander, trying to
organize the bleachery and dye-house workers at the
Chesunticook Mills. I wrote pamphlets, dodgers, letters, everything; now and again I made an incidental
speech.
Dave was brilliant, vigorous, genuinely sympathetic;
he was the leader of the organizational drive. He had
been assailed and pounded on a dozen labor fronts.
Post-Herald words: radical, agitator, anarchist, monster, Red menace. Dave was a thorough M/arxist,
never wavering in his philosophy. To unsympathetic
ears he could be cryptic, sometimes deceptive; sometimes, in reciting his social catechism, his blazing faith
appeared to be dimmed in mocking restraint. The rousing significance was often hidden in the apparently glib,
facile phrases he affected.
To Post-Herald readers, the solid people, Dave was
a menace as yet unseen. They hadn't met him face to
face. They knew him only as a frightening name, a
challenge, a threat.
We were together, Dave and I, one night in Roger
Williams Park. A workers' meeting was over, breaking up in orderly, enthusiastic burst of song; it was
the first public. demonstration of workers' increasing
strength. A group of French-Canadians stood on the
edge of the park, singing a song in French. The singers
waved to us as we walked across the street to Dave's
car. Dave was going to Boston that night; he would
drop me off at Tecumseh Street.
We drove along Arundel Avenue, slowly. Men in
a smaller group were struggling in the street. We
heard them shouting. They were knotted together in
close-in fighting; fists were swinging, slugging furiously.
Then another group came tearing in. These last 1
recognized; they were company police, special deputies in plain clothes.
Most infrequent occasion in my career as a police
reporter: I was present when a story was in the process
of happening. In the center of the crowd the deputies fired; four shots or five, I couldn't tell. Dave
stopped the car right in the middle of the street, and
we ran up to the crowd. One of the workers was
dead; three were wounded, bleeding, groaning. The
city cops came in swinging clubs, mauling, tearing the
crowd apart. Men were lying on the pavement; I saw
them kicked, trampled. I raised my arms to shield my
head; I broke free, somehow, from the surging mob.
There was no sight of Dave; I saw a couple of uniformed cops pushing his car toward the curb, clearing
the avenue.
I helped pick up two of the injured men. I rode
with them in an ambulance, back to Tecumseh Street.
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From the press room I called the city ,desk; then to a
rewrite man I gave names, ages, addresses. "All mill
workers. The meeting was over. These guys were
walking down from the park; they yelled at two of the
company stoolies and called them a bad name, a name
never properly used except to identify the readers of
our paper. One of the stoolies took a sock at this guy
Vitulla. Then the whole "'gang mixed in. The company deputies ran up to join the battle. They were
:all t;wgled up together. Then the deputies' guns began
popping. Vitulla was killed; these other guys wounded,
not bad. The cops have arrested six more guys; six,
so far; all mill workers; names, ages, addresses. No
<charges against them yet; just held for investigation.
That's all I have right now; I'll call you back."
Hennessey, on the city desk, couldn't wait. He
called me. He told me, "Cawlfield, over at headquarters, says the dicks are bringing in a guy now, one of
the gunmen."
"All right," I said. "What the hell do I care?"
Hennessey asked, "Have the cops at Tecumseh
Street made out a report involving the company gunmen?" "No, they're not doing a damned thing."
"How do you know, then, that they. were company
men?" "I was there, I saw them; that's the way I
cover things."
"Did you see the start of the riot?" "Riot! There
wasn't any riot; it was like a lawn party breaking up,
singing songs in French."
"Then how about the workers who fired at the
cops?" "No worker fired a shot; hell, are you trying
to discredit my testimony? I gave you the story; that's
all there is to it."
Hennessey hung up, swearing.. He called me a vile
name; he said I was a reader of the paper. To hell
with Hennessey.
I went out and drank 392 glasses of beer. No loyalty
to the paper? Loyalty, royalty. Loyalties seldom pay
royalties. Dorothy Parker in the beer: Men seldom
make passes at loyalties, seldom pay royalties. To hell
with Dorothy Parker's beer. I dreamed of Jeanie
with the light-brown hair. The Post-Herald expects
that every man this night shall have two more Jeanies
with the nut-brown ale. The Post-Herald is first with
the news; clear, concise, comprehensive, fact, fact, fake.
And Jeanie with the light~blue-oo eyes. Eight thousand glasses of beer, clear beer; concise sizes five cents.
comprehensive for a dime. The Post-Herald slogan:
It's not news, no-no-no, until it has first appeared in
three other newspapers. One more beer and Jeanie
with the light-blue hair; she dreams of l~tting the paper
go to Hennessey, go to hell. I thought of going to
Boston to join Dave. I went to Taunton, Fall River,
New Bedford, Lawrence, Lowell. Last anyone heard
I was smuggling coolies from Council Bluffs to Omaha.
Doing well, too. I went out, home, somewhere.
Next day I was back at Tecumseh Street in the earlv
· afternoon. Hines of the ] ournal greeted me. "Swell
story you had this morning." Hell, I thought, he's a
reader. "What story?" "What story?" he mocked;
"as if you didn't know."
"Them Reds is bad things," said Harrington, the
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sergeant. Harrington was, reading, as he always did,
a whole magazineful of Doc Savage, wonder man. No
bad things, I thought, where the Doc is. He just
presses a button. The morning Post-Herald. Harrington reads it, then throws it aside; goes on to something better. Post-Herald pre-requisite to Doc Savage.
Press a button and the Post-Herald disintegrates. The
good doctor.
Lying on Harrington's desk was a copy of the PostHerald, excited, yelling: RADICAL AGITATOR SLAIN BY
OwN GANG; PoLICE QuELL RED ONSLAUGHT, ARREST 7.... By Thomas Gilligan . ... Blazing guns in
the . . . who's this Gilligan? The name is familiar,
vaguely. Blazing guns in ... hell, it's me! I'm Gilligan.
Thomas Gilligan. No wonder. Probably ran through
all editions; no make-over, no rep late. They don't dare.
When the Gilligan by~line appears on a story it's
"must." Let it go! Don't want old Tommy Gilligan
getting mad at you, do you? Respect the Gilligan byline. Gilligan is dear, he's concise, he's first with the
news with the light-brown blazing guns in the hands of,
Red terrorists brought instant death last night to . ... ·
Vitulla, leader of the Red riot, was shot accidentally
by his own gunmen who directed a frenzied volley of
shots into the ranks of advancing police ... By Thomas
Gilligan ... David Kirchlander, 29, said by police ...
By Thomas Gilligan ... to be a Moscow agent, was
tentatively identified as the actual slayer. Police said
that . ...
There was a two-column picture of Dave, standing·
between two dicks, under the caption: Killer Suspect.
"It's for you," Harrington said, "and tell your
friends not to be calling on my phone; what do we
have a press room for?" Harrington handed me his
desk phone.
"Hello," by Thomas Gilligan; this is Thomas Gilligan, tentatively identified as the actual. ...
"Mr. Gilligan? Mr. Gilligan of the Post-Herald?
This is Eric Bundette, president of the Kiwanis Club.
Fine piece you wrote in the paper this morning, graphic.
I've been trying to reach you. Like to have you speak
at our Kiwanis meeting Thursday night. Our scheduled speaker won't be able to come. Like to have you
tell us the inside story of the Red menace, the anarchists; how they act when they're arrested, the
troubles they give police. Our club is vitally interested
in eradicating this menace. Yes, vitally. Thursdav
night, 6:30, at the John and Priscilla Hotel."
I called the city desk: "I'm here, nothing breaking;
I'll be here from now ·an." Then I hung up. I left
Tecumseh Street immediately and hurried over to headquarters.
Cunningham, the lieutenant, was evasive. He said,
"No, nobody's seeing Kirchlander. D.A.'s orders.
He's up on the third floor, isolation."
"Isolation? Has he got measles?"
"He'll have worse than measles. We've got the gun.
The ballistics men say it's the gun fired the bullet that
killed Vitulla."
Cunningham stalled. Finally he said, "You can go
up now; but for five minutes only."
Cunningham was a liar: "Nobody's seeing Kirch-
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lander I" When I walked down the cell block, I saw
one of Cunningham's stoolies, playing the part of a
visitor. He was talking to a make-believe prisoner in
a cell two doors away from Dave's. Words resounded
in that steely place. I changed my mind, stifling the
things I had come to say.
Dave sat on a steel bunk. He held a rubber band
between his fingers, stretching it, snapping at anything
that crawled. He winked when he saw me.
I said to him, "Hello, killer."
Dave answered casually, "How are you, Tommy?
Any good Red menaces around this afternoon?" Dave
nodded toward the stool-pigeons: "Good Guildenstern
and Rosencrantz are with us."
"Here's a deck of morphine with a dash of cherry;
here's a saw, two guns, and a bomb; and here's your
street-car fare," I recited. I handed him, one by one,
four or five packs of cigarettes.
Dave looked at me, wondering. The stoolie was
watching, listening. "It's all right," I said, waving.
"I'm working for the Kiwanis Club. I'm a menace
eradicator. The cigarettes are poisoned."
Dave asked me, "Have they dusted off any of the
quaint exhibits, the museum pieces?"·
I nodded. "I learned, just a moment ago, about a
miniature fowling piece; the curator said it was a thing
of great value, but I thought it commonplace."
"It has its historical value," Dave said. "It keeps
bobbing up over and over again. Other collectors swore
they found one like it in the pockets of men at the
Haymarket, at Homestead, Ludlow, South Chicago.
It's the same old thing. They said Emma Goldman
had it in her handbag when they accused her of bumping off Wynken, Blynken, and Nod. It's been handed
down from menace to menace. We menaces, you
know, we have our traditions."
Suddenly I became a reporter. I flourished pencil
and copy paper. "My name is Appleby VV'. Littleby.
I represent the thirty-five-cent Merchants' Blue ·Plate
Special and Daily Courier."
Dave looked at me, this time intently. "I ain't saying nothing to nobody. You'll have to see my attorney.
Go to the receiving hospital and wait; that's the best
way. When an ambulance arrives, my attorney will be
right behind it, puffing, breathless maybe."
I went back to Tecumseh Street. I asked Hines,
"Anything doing, any calls?" He said, "Some guy
named Bergson or Schoenfelt phoned; he wants you to
call him back. And your man Hennessey; he wants you
to send him a postcard."
Again I phoned the city desk: "I'm here, nothing
breaking; I'll be here from now on." Then I hung up.
I called Schonenberg, the lawyer. Dave was quite right.
Schonenberg said he wanted to see me right away. I
said to him, "Come on down to Tecumseh Street."
We stood in a corridor near the bulletin board.
S.Chonenberg, talking, became buoyant. "I'll have Dave
out of jail by Tuesday night. The D.A.'s all right.
And the cops, too. I feel sorry for them. It's the
old heat from overhead, trying to discredit us with the
workers. The killing charge won't be pressed. It's
crazy; they know it~ you know it."
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"I wasn't there," I said. "Dave and I were down
at N antasket Beach."
Schonenberg took a quick look down the corridor.
Hines came out of the press room and called to me,
"Couple of monkeys scalded down at the bleachery.
They're bringing them in now; not expected to last
long."
Schonenberg asked me, ''Who is he?" I told him,
"Hines of the Journal." Schonenberg watched him
down the hall, "Suppose I could get him to make that
goddam Journal spell my name right?"
I walked away, back to the press room. I called
Cawlfield at headquarters and told him to ask the district attorney to give me a ring. For two days I wavered back and forth between union headquarters and
Tecumseh Street. I tried to do Dave's work and
mine. I did a little of both, badly.
Dave came out Thursday afternoon. I went over to
his room in the Plymouth-Puritan. Schonenberg kept
bouncing in and out, rattling papers, smiling, talking.
When no one would answer, he talked on the telephone.
Dave took a series of slow baths, singing, while I read:
David Kirchlander, 29 . . . released under $10,000
bond ... conspiracy to incite riot ... but denied motion to ... I tossed the paper aside. How the hell does
Schonenberg know if they spell his name wrong or
right? He's a reader. Kiwanis, 6 :30, by Thomas
Gilligan. Dave and I talked about the meeting. I
suggested Boston, finnan haddie, and beer.
Dave began to declaim: "Kiwanis calls. I'll go with
you. You can use a good menace; you can use me .to
point at."
I looked at him; I was thinking: Don't do anything,
gentlemen, until you hear from Gilligan. Reds, Anarchists, Kiwanians, Menaces with the light-brown Gilligans, by Thomas Menaces.
Dave and I walked up to the mezzanine, Priscilla and
John Hotel, Banquet Room B. I saw a black ribbon
fluttering from a pair of nose glasses. I spoke to it:
"I'm Gilligan of the Post-Herald. This is McGonigle;
he's here to cover your meeting."
The black ribbon fluttered more: "Fine-fine-fine, glad
to have you boys with us. Sorry, Mr. Bundette can't
be here; but make yourselves at home. Number of
guests with us tonight. While we're waiting for dinner, go on up to 140 8-and-1 0. You'll find everything
there."
Everything was spread on a long table. I mixed
tinkling drinks for Dave and me. We sat in a corner,
all by ourselves, and watched. Nobody was there from
the other papers. They wouldn't touch the story;
strictly a Post-Herald promotion, strictly Gilligan.
Dave and I watched, tinkling.
Every now and again someone came over and said
he was Jillson of New England Products Co. We
shook hands. I said I was Tompkins, Dave was Atterbury, both of the Shawmut Avenue Congress Gaiter
Co., out of the high-rent district.
The third Jillson looked at Dave. "Haven't l seen
you somewhere, your picture maybe?"
Dave smiled. "The paper runs my picture occasionally; I write a sports column, all about lacrosse.''
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Jillson slapped Dave's back. "Knew I'd seen you
somewhere; never forget a face !"
Jillson was genial; he laughed, pleased. He said it
was a pretty rough game, lacrosse; he wouldn't want
to be mixed up in none of it. Dave had only one drink.
I had two or three, maybe five. Four, I think.
We rode down in an elevator, back to the mezzanine, the dining room. We sat, Dave and I, near the
center of a table which formed the cross-piece m a
T-arrangement.
Everybody sang, standing, then sitting. A man
pounded with a gavel on a bell-shaped gong. He said,
"Old Chuck Elligutt, stand up ! Spudgy Kimbalston
has filed a complaint against you; he says you met him
down in the lobby a moment ago and you called him
Mister instead of Spudgy. Violation of club rules, you
know. You are hereby fined twenty cents."
Chuck Elligutt came over, grinning, to pay the fine.
He laid down the exact change. Everybody hooted.
Dave and I joined in the hooting: "Shame, shame on
old Chuck Elligutt."
The chairman pounded again with the gavel. "And
now we'll hear a report from the sub-committee on
social welfare and civic betterment."
The sub-committee spokesman rose and exclaimed,
"Give a thought to the little kiddies in Middlesex
Orphanage."
Everybody gave thoughts. The club would send a
staff of barbers to the orphanage Sunday afternoon.
The committee had arranged everything; free haircuts,
the man announced, they wouldn't cost the kids a
penny. The barbers would work for nothing and the
club would sponsor them-all free.
I looked at Dave. He was covering the meeting;
he was jotting things on copy paper. I tried to think
of a menace. No menace can touch you, gentlemen,
while Gilligan is here. Gilligan hates the menaces, the
Reds; Gilligan despises them, he eradicates them.
Gilligan menaces the menaces. Gilligan himself is a
menace. Gilligan the Red, with the light-brown hair.
Everything was so right, so soothing. No one was
speaking now; the room was quiet, save for eating
noises. Dave went on with his notes, writing down
what everything thought or ate. I tried to think of a
menace.
The Kiwanian chairman began: ". ; . the very foundation of our democratic system . . . that we, as public
spirited citizens, must unite to crush these threatening
radical agitators . . . . " ·
I heard the name of Gilligan; I was being introduced. No menacing thought would come to m.e. I
rose and stood there groping, Gilligan the Red, with
the light-brown mind. I tried to say: "Gentlemen of
Kiwanis .... "
Dave tugged at my arm and drew me back to my
seat. He said to me, for all to hear, "I'll take care of
these mugs."
Dave was standing, talking, "I bring you a report,
gentlemen, of the sub-committee on social welfare, civic
betterment, and workers' organization."
I looked around the T-tables into faces intent, instantly responsive. Dave went on: "In spite of your
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lying opposttwn, gentlemen, we are definitely going
ahead with the drive to organize workers in the Chesunticook Mills. The results are amazing, really."
The chairman whanged the gong. Spudgy Kimbalston clamored, waving his arms. Other Kiwanians
joined in the yammering, but Dave outyelled them:
"Twelve thousand men are employed in the mills. More
than nine thousand of these have joined our union.
And we've only begun!"
"Radicals," Spudgy Kimbalston shouted. "God
damned radical sonsabitches !"
Dave waited for.the shouting to subside. "Radicals,"
he said quietly, "radicals fighting off the toryish ills that
Kiwanianism helps to spread. Agitators leading the
way to a new form of life, the freedom and beauty of
life; radicals, if you will, in the manner of old Sam
Adams, Hancock, Jefferson, Doctor Franklin."
"God damned radical sonsabitches," Spudgy shouted.
"Keep your seats!" Dave cried out to the rising
Kiwanians. "It is my duty to inform you, gentlemen,
that bombs are attached to your chairs. We're trying
a new scheme tonight; individual bombs, one to each
chair."
The chairman pounded the gong-gong-gong-gonggong.
Dave held his left arm before him; he began an
elaborate study of his wrist-watch. He yelled again,
"Quiet, everybody; with all this racket going on, you're
making it very difficult for me. I can't hear the fuses
sputtering."
The yammering went on, louder. The chairman
made frantic motions. He waved the gavel in the air;
he shook his fist at Dave, at me, at. everyone. More
motions, in frenzied pantomime; he pomted to Dave,
and then to the· door. I was thinking: Why am I so
silent? I am the one they asked to talk. I'm the featured speaker. I leaped to my feet and shouted, "Any
member who doesn't like tonight's speech is hereby
fined twenty cents!"
"The fine goes double for Spudgy Kimbalston,"
Dave proclaimed. "Forty cents for Spudgy!, Spudgy
gets a double fine because he snitched on old Chuck
Elligutt, his fellow member."
Kimbalston raced around the table-end. Charging,
swinging blindly, he landed one blow at the back of
Dave's neck, a brutal, crazy wallop. I knocked a chair
aside. I smashed a left into Kimbalston's face. Kimbalston rebounded, flailing; he clipped me on the mouth.
He came in plunging, chin foremost. I landed squarely,
twice, three times. Kimbalston spun; I hit him again.
He reeled backward; he sprawled on the table, scattering coffee cups and Kiwanians, spattering the juices
from tumbled sherbet glasses.
Dave held his watch-arm aloft for all the members to
see; with his other hand he pointed: Only seventeen
seconds, gentlemen, before the blow-off l
I kicked a cup that lay at my feet. Dave grabbed me
by one arm. Together we started for the door. We
walked, ninety-two thousand miles we walked, through
roaring Kiwanis members. I could barely restrain myself. I wanted to flee. I feared a horde of Kiwanians
closing m, crushing Dave and me. We walked that
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long, long way to the door; no one molested us, no one
followed us.
A· waiter and two bus boys stood watching at the
door. Dave said to them, "We're sorry the dishes
were spilled." The waiter grinned. The bus boys
waved a mock salute.
We went out to the mezzanine and down to the
lobby. We kept on going, out to Dave's car. Down
at Marty's bar we stopped. I ordered a scalding Tom
and Jerry. The bartender said to Dave, "Two?" Dave
nodded.
My lower lip was cut, inside. I ran my tongue along
my teeth, taking inventory. I counted and counted,
first the uppers, then lowers; once I counted forty-four,
another time only nineteen. Spudgy smacked me on the
mouth. Lamentable defense, by Thomas Gilligan.
Gilligan cops decision, though staggered by Kiwanian.
Gilligan scorns external force; he staggers from within,
quite unaided. No, thank you, gentlemen; the selfstaggering Gilligan needs no Kiwanian impetus.

"I can't take you anywhere," Dave berated. "You're
always mixed up in a brawl."
"It's the Kiwanians, the menaces," I said. "They
rouse me to fury; it's the music, the flares against the
night sky, the mad abandon of the dance."
"Maybe we ought to go back to the meeting," Dave
said to me. "How in hell are we to know if the treasurer collects all the fines we levied?"
I flicked a speck of nutmeg from the foamy top of
my drink. I went back to my counting, uppers, lowers.
This time I counted fifty-three.
I said to Dave, "Tomorrow night, I hope, I'll be
back at Tecumseh Street. Killers, filling-station bandits,
guys who were picked up in raids, only a few Kiwanians.
I'll be happier there."
Dave tried to appear uneasy. He said, "I'm worried about the Kiwanian treasurer, trying to collect all
the fines we imposed. You know how treacherous these
Kiwanians are. Some of the members might try to
sneak out without paying."

The Heroes
By Wi!liam Rose Benet
How thunderous their firm defiance!
Their shadows on the sky are giants.

You heard that laughter in the air?
Pivot the guns-swing here, swing there,

Their mouths are craters, they disgorge
Hot lead, and make the world their forge.

Blast the blue skies, search every tree,
Dynamite the insurgent sea!

Their eyeballs glare. Their millions stand
With stiff and horizontal hand.

Those stars! They sparkle on the night.
Eliminate their laughing light!

Hailing such heroes from the stars-Who always ride in armored cars.

Endorse this treaty of the powers
Against the gay and traitorous flowers!

Now we behold in every place
The massive, the congested face,

Instruct the army of your spies
Till all the world be lurking eyes;

The swollen throat, the wild declaimAnd people cowed, and people tame,

Sentry the birds, stockade the herds;
Arrest those Words! Arrest those Words!

And people drilled, and people dumb,
And armament's millenium.

And now, oh gather, loudly raise
Your thunderous anthem in our praise,

Guards! Lest one deathly man alone
Stand up to call his soul his own.

Cry "Holy! Holy! Hail great power!
Before you all the earth shall cower,

Oh guards! And edicts! And arrests!
What? Men have hearts within their breasts?

Before you all the earth shall be
One prison camp, one sanguine sea,

Tiley shall be stock, they shall be stone.
Mow with machine guns'-keep them mown!

And every heart as steel made hard!" ...
That Voice again?
Turn out the Guard!
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on Spain

By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Dana
How much of my young heart, 0 Spain,
Went out to thee in days of yore!
-Longfellow.

0

VER a hundred years ago, a young American
poet, twenty years old and full of poetic and
romantic enthusiasm, traveled the length
and breadth of Spain. Irun, Burgos, Segovia, Escorial,
Madrid, Pardillo, Toledo, Cordova, Seville, Cadiz,
Gibraltar, Malaga-: he visited many of the cities and
towns whose names have been m~de freshly familiar to
us in connection with the struggle that is focusing the
eyes of the world on Spain today. For nine months, this
young American poet reveled in the romance of the
glories of past Spanish history and legend. ~Yet in the
terrible conditions of that dark period of Spain a hundred years ago, his heart was touched by "the challenge
of the poverty-stricken millions," the contrast of rich
and poor, "the cruel and overbearing spirit of the municipal laws," "the gentlemen of respectability washing
their crimes away in a little Holy Water," "the rags
and religion," and the pride and warm sentiment of the
common people that would ultimately resist this oppression-in other words the very forces a century ago that
are in the background of the present conflict.
On first entering Spain on March 6, 1827, this young
American poet, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, was at
once struck by the poverty and desolation. He wrote in
his journal:
.

For within there is light and plenty,
And odors fill the air;
But without there is cold and darkness,
And hunger and despair.

What struck Longfellow most was the contrast that
he found in Spain between the dream of past grandeur
and the misery of the present squalor, the contrast between the aristocratic few that he saw riding in the
Prado at Madrid at sunset and the masses of toiling
workers. Here is one of the pictures thaf he gives:
/Here comes the gay gallant, with white kid gloves, and eyeglass, a black cane with a white ivory pommel, and a little hat
cocked partly on one side of his head. He is an exquisite fop
and a great lady's man .... What a contrast between this personage and the sallow, emaciated being who is now crossing
the street! (Longfellow's manuscript journal for 1827.)

Again Longfellow comments on the childish idleness of the Spanish nobles of that day:
I have seen a whole room full of the "high-born Spanish
noblemen" and daughters of dons and cavaliers engaged in such
games that in our country belong only to children.

In all this Longfellow realized how far Spain was
behind the times. He wrote:
Indeed it is like going back two centuries in this old world,
this visit to Spain. There is so little change in the Spanish
character, that you find everything as it is said to have been
two hundred years ago.

One of the first things which attract the attention of the
traveler on entering the northern province of Spain is the
poverty-stricken appearance of everything around him. The
country seems deserted ... , The villages are half depopulated,
the cottages ruinous and falling away piecemeal, whilst the
people have nothing left them but rags and religion . . . . The
country lies waste and open to the sun; you see the traces of
former tillage; and here and there a ruined village, deserted by
its inhabitants, presents the melancholy picture of falling roofs
and moldering walls. The country looks stripped and barren-and you can everywhere trace the steps of desolation passing over the vestiges of former prosperity. (Longfellow's
manuscript journal for I 82 7.)

George Borrow in his famous book The Bible in
Spain goes still farther, attributing to Spain a lag of six
hundred years instead of two hundred years and saying
"the great body of the Spanish nation, speak, think, and
live precisely as their forefathers did six centuries ago."

This desolation of the common people of Spain in
contrast to the prosperity of the rich made a profound
impression upon Longfellow. In a poem called "The
Challenge" dealing with Spain he wrote:

It is at present a poor, poverty-stricken country. Everywhere in the roofless cottage and ruined wall you trace the
footsteps of the old peninsular war. A lapse of ten years has
not changed the scene! You occasionally see by the roadside
the melancholy wreck of a posthouse within which a band of
desperate peasantry made an unavailing resistance against their
invaders and perished in their last stronghold. In the shattered window and blackened wall-it seems a deed of yesterday! The entrance of every village, too, presents you a similar
picture. As you approach the wretched inhabitations of the
peasantry, a troup of half-starved children, some absolutely
naked, others with but a fragment qf a shirt or a tattered
jacket, will come shouting forth, lifting up their hands most
pitifully and begging a mouthful of bread. (Longfellow's
manuscript journal for 182 7.)

The poverty-stricken millions
Who challenge our wine and bread,
And impeach us all as traitors,
Both the living and the dead.
And hollow and haggard faces
Look into the lighted hall,
And wasted hands are extended
To catch the crumbs that fall.

WHAT WERE THE REASONS for this inequality and backwardness in the Spain of that period? A dozen years or
so before Longfellow's coming to Spain there had been
the invasion of Spain by the French under Napoleon.
This invasion had still left its traces everywhere and
Longfellow wrote:
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If the foreign invaders tended to depopulate the
native Spanish citizens, they also lingered long enough
in Spain to leave illegitimate children of their own. It
is to this Longfellow makes allusion in a passage in his
manuscript diary which was later carefully stricken out,
but is still readable:
· The French, who almost depopulated the country in the
war of Napoleon, are now doing miracles to make reparations.

After the invaders had been driven out in guerrilla
warfare by the radicals under Francisco Espoz y Mina,
a liberal constitution was for a moment set up and there
was great rejoicing among the common people. Longfellow refers to this in connection with a fountain in
Malaga, which in celebration of the constitution was
supplied with wine instead of water. He writes:
On one occasion of merry-making-some great day of jubilee
during the time of the constitution-the water pipes of the fountain were stopped-and it was made to spout wine! (Longfellow's Brother Jonathan in Spain. M.S.)
Two years later, however, the monarchy was restored
under Ferdinand VII, who immediately revoked the
constitution, annulled the acts of the Cortes, and began
a ferocious persecution of the "Liberales." With the
overthrow of the Spanish constitution, even those who
had fought against the French invaders and saved Spain,
such as Espoz y Mina and his guerrilla warriors, were
hounded to death, exiled from the country, or forced to
hide in the mountains. Longfellow, while in the Guadarrama Mountains, writes of seeing one of Mina's followers, when he appeared for a moment out of hiding,
still biding his time to overthrow the monarchy and
reestablish the constitution:
Whilst at supper a tall veteran-looking man entered the hall.
He was dressed in the common garb of the country village
and wore the little round hat of the peasantry. I was informed
that he had known better days. He had been one of Mina's
guerrillas-one of the bravest-had been hiding among the
mountains since the overthrow of the Spanish constitution-and
for years had followed the humble occupation of a shepherd.
His whole conversation runs upon the return of better days and he
is panting to hear again the tocsin of war sounding to the echoes
of these hills and summoning the peasants from the plow and
pruning hook to the iron harvest of battle. (Longfellow's manuscript journal for June 1, 1827.)

The frequent uprisings of the liberals against the
absolutists were put down by the King .and his ministers
with brutality, yet there was the constant tens1ion of a ·
possible outbreak of a civil war. The young Longfellow
writes to his father:
There are rumors of war and we hear almost daily that the
king will immediately march off his troops to Portugal. Then a
royal guard marches up the street and then marches down again.
(Longfellow's manuscript letter of March 20, 1827.)

Under such circum~tances it is no wonder that there
was a tinge of sadness in the atmosphere of suppression
which pervaded Spain during this black period of "national nightmare." Personal liberty was a dead letter.
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The Spaniards seemed to be the only people in Europe
who were denied any voice in the management of their
own affairs, either national or local. Longfellow wrote:
The voice of a peasant, singing amid the silence aQd solitude
of the mountains, falls upon the ear like a funeral chant. Even
a Spanish holiday wears a look of sadness, a circumstance which
some writers attribute to the cruel and overbearing spirit of the
municipal laws. (Longfellow's Outre-Mer, p. 141.)

To add to the horror, the poor peasants lived in constant fear of marauding bands of robbers. Longfellow
speaks of "the dark fiendish countenances which peep
at him from the folds of the Spanish cloak in every
town and village" and of "the little black crosses which
one comes upon at almost every step, standing by the
roadside in commemoration of a murder or other violent death which had taken place upon the spot." He
speaks of having heard "tales of all that is wild and
wonderful in bloody murder and highway robbery." He
makes it clear, however, that these crimes were not committed by revolutionists, workers, or peasants, but by
gentlemen in the odor of sanctity. He writes:
These are not organized bands, but "gentlemen of respectability" who assemble from neighboring villages, commit robbery
on the highway-murder if necessary-and then disperse to the
bosom of their families and wash their crimes away in a little
Holy Water, (Longfellow's manuscript letter to his father,
March 20, 1827.)
•

This curious linking of acts of violence with religious zeal was at all times characteristic of Spain, as
it is of the fascist forces of Franco's rebels today.
Longfellow speaks of the prominent traits of the Spanish hidalgos of his day as being a "generous pride of
birth" and a "superstitious devotion to the dogmas of
the church." King Ferdinand VII had not only
revoked the constitution, but had restored the Inquisition. The Catholic Church was extremely powerful and
dreaded any revolutionary movement, even a liberal
one. Longfellow speaks of the "religious ceremonies of
the Catholic Church, which in Spain are still celebrated
with all the pomp and circumstance of darker ages,"
and adds:
The Spaniards, in their faith, are the most obedient people in
the world. They will believe anything the priest tells them to,
without asking why or wherefore; but at the same time, as you
may readily infer from this, they have as little pure religion as
can be found upon the face of the earth. (Longfellow's manuscript letter to his father, July 16, 1827.)

He proceeds to describe the external display of pious.
reverence that the Spanish showed at the passage of
the Host or "consecrated wafer," even turning in the
midst of festivities to kneel and cross themselves and
then renew the festivities again as though nothing had
happened. Longfellow wrote:
I was at the opera and, in the midst of the scene, the tap of
the drum at the door and the sound of the friar's bell announced the approach of the Host. In an instant the music
ceased-a hush ran through the house--the actors and actresses
on the stage with their brilliant dresses kneeled and bowed their
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heads-and the whole audience turned toward the street and
threw themselves upon their knees. (Longfellow's manuscript
letter to his father, July 16, 1827.)

lord to tell their stories. Longfellow imagines no less
than four of the most beautiful of the tales as being told
by this Spanish Jew.

In a country where there was a greater discrepancy
than anywhere else between the magnificence of the
Spanish monarch and the raggedness of the Spanish beggar, Longfellow watched in amazement the empty and
ironic gesture of the base and brutal King Ferdinand
VII going through t:he religious rigmarole, performed
once a year, of pretending to wash the feet of twelve
barefoot beggars. He was equally appalled by the hollow mockery of "a dinner given to twelve poor women
at which the queen served as domestic." He writes:

A Spanish Jew from Alicant
With aspect grand and grave was there ...•
Well versed was he in Hebrew books,
Talmud and Targum, and the lore
Of Kabala; and evermore
There was a mystery in his looks;
His eyes seemed gazing far away,
As if in vision or in trance.

Each of the poor women had twenty different dishes allotted
her, and these were placed successively before her by the queen,
who received them one after the other from the hands of her
maids, and placing them for an instant upon the table to receive the refusal of the poor women, who sat like so many
female Tantali, passed them into the hands of the priest and
. thus they were stowed away under the table in twelve great,
baskets. (Longfellow's manuscript letter to his father, July 16,
1827.)

No wonder Longfellow said: "The people have nothing left them but rags and religion. Of these, such as
they are, they have enough."
Of the queen who performed this mock ceremony,
Mr. Longfellow writes: "The queen is eaten up by a
most gloomy and melancholy religious frenzy-and
writes poetry."
This "gloomy and melancholy religious frenzy" of
the Spanish nobility seems to have haunted Mr. Longfellow all his life. Long afterward he wrote a poem
about a Spanish legend, which he himself called "a dismal story of fanaticism." It was about "an old Hidalgo proud and taciturn" whose only joy was in seeing
heretics and Jews burned to death or killed:
When Jews were burned or banished from the land,
Then stirred within him a tumultuous joy;
The demon whose delight is to destroy
Shook him, and shouted with a trumpet tone:
"Kill ! kill ! and let the Lord find out his own!"
-Longfellow's Torquemada.

This religious fanatic was represented as spying on
his own daughters until he began to suspect them of
some heresy. He denounced them before the Grand Inquisitor of Spain, Torquemada. When his daughters
were condemned by Torquemada to be burned at the
stake, the mad father insisted on bringing the firewood
himself and lighting the faggots with his own torch, still
muttering: "Kill! kilt"! and let the Lord find out his
own!"
Longfellow found that just because he did not attend
mass in Spain, some of the Spanish fanatics looked upon
him as a heretic or a Jew. He writes in his journal for
Sunday, June 3, 1927: "As usual was absent from mass
-the villagers think me a Jew I" For the Spanish
Jews, Mr. Longfellow himself seems to have had the
highest respect. In his Tales of a Wayside Inn, he
represents a Spanish Jew as one of the most charming
of the six guests, who are gathered there with the land-

To be ~ure, the presence of this dreamy and learned
Spanish Jew in the midst of the gentiles gathered together at the Wayside Inn offers a little embarrassment
to the present owner of the Wayside Inn and his literary
editor.
LoNGFELLOW, then, in his attitude toward Spain
showed clearly his sympathy with "the poverty-stricken
millions," with the poor peasants being made a mockery
of by the king and queen, and with the victims of the
Inquisition. He saw all the grandeur and the glory of
the romance and dream of Spain. Yet he could not forget the shadow that haunted the country:
Yet, something somber and severe
O'er the enchanted landscape reigned;.
;<
A terror in the atmosphere
As if King Phillip listened near,
Or Torquemada, the austere,
His ghostly sway maintained.
-Longfellow's Castle in Spain.

Yet Longfellow had faith in the common people of
Spain, in the very dignity of the poor Spaqish worker or
struggling Spanish peasant. He writes:
A beggar wraps his tattered cloak around him with all the
dignity of a Roman senator, and a muleteer bestrides his beast
of burden with the air of a grandee. (Longfellow's OutreMer.)

Underneath this pride that is to be found even in the
common people of Spain, Longfellow recognized the
splendid qualities of unflinching courage and genuine
worth which would one day enable them to come into
their own. He writes:
The outside of the Spanish character is proud and on that
account at first a little forbidding. But there is a warm current
of noble sentiment flowing round the heart. (Longfellow's
manuscript letter to his sister Elizabeth, May 15, 1827.)

This warm current flowing from the heart is the life
blood of the Spanish people today. The quotations that
have been given here make it clear that if Longfellow
w_ere now alive, his heart w:ould be beating in sympathy
wtth the heart of the Spamsh people, besieged as they
are by reactionary forces of predatory wealth, fanatical
frenzy, and foreign invasion. He would cry out once
more:
How much of my young heart, 0 Spain1
Went out to thee in days of yore!
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